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I.  

"ATTACHMENT 2 

CASE NO. 1-96-002 
[ALLEGATIONS OF.. ' 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In November 1993, an engineering reintegration, i.e., reorganization, of the nuclear 

engineering functions occurred at NU. The top management official involved in the 

reintegration was John Opeka, Executive Vice President, to whom Eric A. DeBarba, Vice 

President Nuclear Engineering, reported. Over 100 employees located at corporate offices in 

Berlin, Connecticut, the three Millstone plants, and the Connecticut Yankee (CY) plant were 
affected by the action. Among them wereL who were not I 

reselected as supervisors. Although neither suffered an immediate loss of pay as a-result, 

.demoted to a senior engineerl 'downgraded to a principal engineer. £T).-

In Part II of this report, we discuss in detail the duties and responsibilities of the subject 

employees, their job performance and the protected activity they engaged in, NU's reintegration 

process in general, and its application to these employees specifically. Part III contains our 

analysis of the facts, while in Part IV we set forth our conclusions.  

On the basis of the O1 investigative report and other available materials, it appears both 

L -had raised and championed safety issues in the two years preceding the E-I

reintegration. Review of the case file further supports the conclusion that Northeast Utilities 

System (NU) discriminated against[ in violation of 10 C.F.R •V7__ 

informatio'in this record w deleted 
in am wiohb_ Fwom of AiN Act, ' 1VW 
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§ 50.7 in that their involvement in protected activities preceding the reorganization was a 

contributing factor in their demotions.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Allegers' Employment'History and Activities 

1.  

a. Position and Performance. i started as an engineer with NU i. was made r '

ar, and maintained his position through reorganizations in 1989 and 1991. •E 

In 1993, he was a group providing support to 

the Millstone and Connecticut Yankee plants. Ieceived very good evaluations during the EX -c 

period 1990-1994, ranging from "Quality' (next to highest rating) to "Exceptional" (highest 

rating) in 19 elements (Exh. 40). The accompanying narratives by Peter Austin, a managerl . E 

compliment his technical expertise and ability to monitor work. For the appraisal 

dated4j Wvas commended for his efforts in convincing management to £ 

'An understanding of the relative position ofj Ivis a vis other NU 
management officials before the 1993 reintegration btcurred is importa-nt to understanding this 
case. Thus, for 

a.  

b.  
C. L 

d.  

e. John Opeka, a fifth-level supervisor, was DeBarba's superior and had the title of• 
Executive Vice President of Nuclear Operations.  

SEN&T-WE YLEOt66F!G-;Q INFOBMATION DG NQXQ4D6CLOý
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b. Relevant Safety-Related Activities. For the two years just prior to the reintegration, 

. igh-profile safety issues: and (2) an 

operability determination regarding the CU-29 valve. ]involvement in each of these 

matters is outlined below.  

i. 7In 

brought the1  tof 

"lbelieved that )was being done in tv" 

a manner inconsistent with NU's license for Millstone Unit I. supported position .

and sent. 'to meetings in attempts to resolve the matter (Exh. 2, at 52-55). Et ").  

At suggestion,, contacted the NU Nuclear Licensing Department for an 

explanation of whati' iperceived to be an inconsistency between NU's practice of 

I and its license (id.). Mike Wilson, a supervisorL

promised to provideL a memorandum from the NRC supposedly approving NU's method 

of Wilson never did so (id.).  

SEN'STIVE ALLEGATIO .NFORM.ATON 1- l Q A1T nllqrfI f.ql
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of open and. closed issues (id. at 30, 33). DeBarba,; iothers met four to six times 

beforeL Istopped attending because "he got fed up" with "the company's continuing desire E•-'T 

to circumvent the issue" (L.. at 31).  

On jinformed DeBarba in writing thatL iwas not satisfied )e 

with NU's responses to his concerns and thai jmight "take definitive action, possibly with 

the NRC" (Exh. 53; Exh. 42, at 38-39). -that the formation of an independent 

Review Team (IRT) to address the spent fuel issue might satisfyj DeBarba did not 

respond to, ] Onj_ lwrote to DeBarba, informing him -EC..•.  

that his concerns "were not being addressed' by the task force and that he no longerL -" _ 

He stated that he would pursue his issues "through other -4 -e.  

thereafter communicated his concerns to NU's Nuclear Safety .  

Concerns Program (NSCP) and the NRC (Exhs. 88, 92, 95).  

ii. CU-29 Check Valve. The most contentious of the safety-related issues in 

whichl involved, the CU-29 check valve issue at Millstone Unit 1,3 was assigned to Y. 

*(see generally Exh. 2, at 38-46; Exh. 42, at 8-26; Exh. 47, EX -'• 

at 116-17, 119-27). Because he was allocated no money to test the checkvalve,.  

reviewed the available information and concluded that the valve would not be leak tight after 

operating for twenty-two years witho,-u maintenance. His concern raised the question of 

continual operability of Unit 1 primary containment. Yet, in; i C " .. _.  

prepared an operability determinat.ion (OD) providing two options: "Case 1" and "Case 2." 

Case 1, the more conservative approach, concluded that the plant should be shut down until

The CU-29 valve issue was associated with Reportability Evaluation Form 
(REF)L

•,.•,L,. I • V-3 I N ' r iVl MI "- I . ---JF uuP41 (J! !!1 A !. Ur i.. ...J%.,LUfC11 ,.t sb ,,
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the valve was assessed based on technical specifications-(Exh. 42, at 9-13; Exh. 47, at 18-23).  

Case 2 relied 'Upon the precise wording of the license and concluded that the plant could run 

untri the next Tefueling outage (Exh. 42 at 9-13.) jo dmitted that he was "passing the I 

bucko in providing two scenarios to provide management with a way to avoid shutting down the 

plant id. at 13). When he presented his options to a scientist from the Nuclear Licensing 

Department and a supervisor and a senior engineer from Millstone Unit 1, he was asked and 

agreed to change the order of the Case 1/Case 2 scenarios to reflect that his first 

recommendation was to keep the plant operating (id. at 14-15). Further, a member of the 

Nuclear Licensing Department requested that remove from the OD a statement about E 

existing deficiencies in the license 4)W !complied in order to move the OD along (id 

at 15).  

Harry Haynes, Director of Milis~one Unit 1 Nuciear Engineering, nonetheless disagreed 

with nntirely, stating that "primary containment remains operable" (Exh. 47, at 53). 1 

To support this conclusion, Haynes relied upon license information obtained from the Winston & 

Strawn law firm in March 1993 (id. at 15"_18).4 !"eviewed the legal Isonm 

information at Haynes' request but concluded in May 1993 that it had no effect onEY1.., 

technical determination as to operabiiity (id. at 16-17; Exh. 47, at 55).  

In July 1993, the Nuclear Licensing Department drafted its own operability report, 

"OAddendum 2," concluding that primary containment was operable (Exh. 42, at 20-26; Exh. 47, 

at 59-60).5 That report "caught by surprise" because he viewed it as the second attempt .  

' The license information from Winston & Strawn is contained in Exh. 47, at 32-42.  

5 Thomas Silko, scientist, Department of Nuclear Licensing, drafted Addendum 2 to the 

January 18, 1993 operability determination. His department was directed by Richard Kacich.  

-ENCJiV AlLET = E
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to reverse his group's conclusion in the. loperability determination (Exh. 42, 

at 21). Moreo verl saw no basis for the conclusions contained in the report. The • • 

seventeen references listed in the report had been previously considered by! 

land, thus, did not sway him (id. at 22-23; 25-26). .manager, not 

to sign this report (Exh. 2, at 34). The issue was, thus, unresolved when, as a result of the 

reintegrationi the project (id. at 34-35).  

The issue was ultimately settled ir -- 

By this time, Kalsi Engineering (Kalsi) had tested the valve and reported that the level of its 

reliability was unacceptable. With his original determination validated by Kalsi,L

ithat primary containment was not operabie. H.P. "Bud" Risley, Director of Nuclear EY-C 

Engineering, Millstone Unit 1. re.sed to ac,.ept this determination, but decided to allow 

Millstone Unit 1 supervisors and . .c,,c' s:aff to setLle the operability issue, resulting in a vote 

of 17-1, in favor of inoperabiiity (Exh. 47, at 116-17). Thus, after three years, the issue finally 

had been'decided the way thatc Fl 

One other post-reintegration event bearing on the ultimate issue of this case concerns 

and the CU-29 valve. In the summer of. 1995, Larry Chatfield, Director of NU's NSCP, 

recommended to DeBaroa that jbecause he I- .  

6 In 1995, Matt Kupinski, who had become l 

drafted a memorandum on "lessons learned" from the CU-29 issue (Exh. 47, at 107-09). "Tn that 

memorandum, which also addressed the 1992-93.period when' ;was involved in the OD on 

the valve, Kupinski was critical of NU in a number of ways, including"ts reliance on legalistic 

arguments to support operability instead of focusing on safety concerns. Kupinski stated that: 

The issue resolution was not conducted in an open and honest fashion. There 
was a reluctant acceptance of this issue by both management and subordinates 
at MP-1 (Mil!stone Unit 1). A chilling environment existed; personnel [are] 
reluctant and afraid (Exh. 47, at 108 (emphasis added)).  

SENSITIVE Alll=EiCATION,4 IP4FE•ilflMAFTION DO•I IOT IGICE=G,
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CU-29 issue forward (Exh. 87, at 285-86). EV)Z..

When questioned in 1996 aboutl

DeBarba stated that he decided against it because he thoughtthe( 

that would receive it "negatively" (Exh. 28, at 15).

2.  

a. Position and Performance.

performance evaluations from 1990 through 1993 contain all ,Quality" and 

"Exceptional" ratings, with one exception (Exhs. 39, 61).1 He was given the highest rating in 

r 
rIthe suoervisory chain was as follows: 

a. I was Supervisor in the Engineering 

b. ,Mechanics 
group.

C.

d. DeBarba, a four'h-levei supt: vibr, wast Isuperior, and had 

the title of Vice President of Nuclear Engineering bervices.  

e. Opeka, a fifth-level supervisor, was DeBarba's superior and had the title of 

Executive Vice President of Nuclear Operations.  

8The record also contains- 11 989-performance evaluation. A different format 

was used then, rating the employee from orne to five, the highest. jwas rated a four, .  

"exceeds normal expectations" (Exh. 39, at 2-8).

9& I:YFL 666LL AT19" P~> Iu I.~ --~~
Li--_ _ e,
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problem-solving and analytical skills, and initiative end innovation consistently from 1990 

through 1993 (Exh. 39, at 11, 15, 21; Exh. 61, at 2). He earned "Exceptional" ratings in 

interpersonal relations; "Quality" in customer orientation; and "Quality" in teamwork in 1991 

through 1993 (Exhs. 39; 61). One criticism in 1992 was that he needed to "improve in work 

monitoring and control and commitment follow" (Exh. 39, at 21). According toý... jthat EY1.

comment reflected the fact that he fell behind in administrative paperwork because he was 

assigned about half of the work although there were three other supervisors in his section 

(Exh. 72, at 4-6).  

b. Relevant Safety-Related Activities, .involved in several high profile -

safety issues during the 1991-1993 time frame, including: (1) motor-operated valve's (MOV's); 

(2) turbine-building secondary c:-3sed coolng water 7-SCrW) heat exchangers; and (3) 

reactor cooling pumps (RCPs) (Exh. 6). His involvement in each is outlined below.  

i. MOV Program.. jworked on the MOV-related program required by 

NRC Generic Letter-89-10. When he realized that the 

program was behind the corrective schedule NU had submitted to the NRC (Exh. 6, at 9). He 

determined that there was a shortage of money and resources to implement the program 

properly at the three Millstone plants and Connecticut Yankee. He raised these issues with 

Matt Kupinski,[ 

jalso spoke 

directly with DeBarba about his concerns while working on this matter in 1991 and 1992 (id 

at 11).  

'Kupinski's signature[ Poutlining his concerns 

about the MOV program. DeBarba was sent a copy. In his memorandum .alled for

SENSPTIVE ALL:EGATIONH INFGflMA4flON DOQ NOT DiraCLOSE
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additional resources and outlined a plan of action for the MOV project (id. at 10; Exh. 78).  

Within several days of.the April 21, 1992 memoranda,, the MOV program 

from.. No explanation was given tol -]for this 1A.-• 

change Ld.. at 10).  

In October 1993,J -received a report on an audit of the MOV program. The audit E,"7 

found about some twenty-five technical issues, or shortcomings, with the program. Austin's 

section responded that they had addressed them or were about to address them.  

doubted that this group had completed any substantive work in the preceding year and on 

September 1, 1993, stated so in a memorandum to DeBarba (Exh. 46). In a November 3, 1993 

reply, DeBarba disclaimed any problems with the MOV Program (Exh. 71).  

ii. TBSCCW Heas! Excharners. The heat exchanger issue at Millstone Unit 1 

arose in 1990.! was Presented with the problem that the 

However, those units were operating at approximatel/ raising 

concerns, Jwas asked to 

determine whether the system couid continue in the short term (id. at 14). To help answer that 

question, he brought in a consulting firm at E)Y-Z.  

some point in 1991 (j..).1' Based on the results,( determined that the 

heat exchangers should not operate more than a short period of time.  

Austin was the manager unde: l,.. -ho, as. shortly will be seen, also received the "] 

heat exchanger project after it was taken away from J .  

10 The record does not specify the date of the _.jreport.  

GENGlT-1/E ALLEC=ATION INFE)R+-ATION DO POTDICL]c
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The plant staff refused to •.  

acknowledge that the failures in the heat exchangers, 1 ) 

](Exh. 30, at 9). Nothing was done until November 1991 when took the heat 

exchanger issue away from 

Austin claimed 1analysis was flawed, but never identified, alleged 

error. In 1performed a second analysis., noticed a mistake in E x 

\report, which he corrected in an ,memorandum. In that same time.C 

frame, linformed management that he could not agree with its-. pproach Ey -i

on the heat exchanger issue (Exh. 6, at 19: Exhs. 63. 64).  

On September 15, 1993.A was surprised to learn that Paul Blasioli, manager of @"1 

Millstone Unit 1 Technical Support, had written to Kupinski complaining about the lack of 

accuracy in,. .vork (Exh. 6, at 19-20). In part, Blasioli based his complaint on the £\.1C 

mistake in Holtec's report, never acknowledging thati - had addressed it in his 

'memorandum. a!so learned that Blasioli had filed a plant incident E'7..  

report (PIR) regarding his alleged mistakes. strongly felt that filing a PIR was a 

serious undertaking and uncalled for in this situation, a concern echoed by Kupinski,...  

UU~jin his memorandum to Bud Risley, Director of Millstone Unit I Design Engineering •yj-'• 

"i"d. at 23). According '/this was the first timet at NU that his E1Z..

1� Irecalled that Kupinski wrote to Risley between September 8, 1993, and 

October 8, 1993, bu{-; '-did not have a copy of that memorandum.  

L T NFflMATIOH DO U
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professional ;ntegrity had been questioned, which he attributed to management's desire to do 

everything possibie to avoid making costly repairs to the heat exchangers (Exh. 6, at 23).  

Upset with Blasioli's memorandum and the PIR questioning his accuracy,.

wrote to Kupinski on, In hisL Imemorandum Jdef ended his T'.  

work product, expressed his views on the PIR and criticized how the heat exchangers issue had' 

been handled, copying DeBarba, Risley, 12 and others (Exh. 6, at 20-22; Exh. 60, at 1-3). In his 

memorandum,... Pstated that'the PIR was "probably driven by mischief on someone's ,?,1"C 

part" and that it "appears to be an attempt to discredit the analysis to divert the attention from 

one important question which still has not been answered. The question is 'how could this or 

any other equipment be operated at! iiwithout any technicaI • JC" 

justification?"' (L.d. at 2).  

Later that same day, when iconfirmed to Risley that his memorandum had, •,1C0.  

indeed, been sent outk recalled Risley saying, "Why are we doing this? Why are we E' .1..  
r-

lobbing grenades at each other?" (Exh. 72. at 8-9). ,stated that Risley left in a "huff E"1.  

and a puff" (id. at 9).  

Also on October 8. 1993. Kupinski met with Risley, who now supervised Kupinski's 

section."3 -In speaking with 01, Kupinski asserted that Risley was upset because of.. •vr ,,.  

memorandum and that Risley said to Kupinski, "I can make or break you" (Exh. 30, at 11-12).  

Kupinski stated that he believed that the purpose of Risley's comment was to inform him that 

12 At the time of this event and through December 1993, Risley was the Director, 

Project Services Department. With the reintegration in 1993, he .became the Director, Nuclear 
Engineering, Millstone 1.  

- Afterý--, I he no longer supervised Kupinski. 
Risley, Director 5f Project Services Department, became Kupinski's first-line supervisor.  

-of course, reported to Kupinski (Exh. 30, at 12). Efy7Q0.  

GEN84CITVE ALLESATfieN' RIUFEMATICN -- DO H_ IZLC
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"he could influence my employment and my position as well as others in my group, being in the 

position that he was" (Exh. 30, at 11). Kupinski relayed this comment to. tshortly P -i.__ 

thereafter (Exh. 6, at 23-24).  

Mario Bonaca, Director of Nuclear Engineering Services, stated that he observed 

Risley's anger with regard\ memorandum. When Bonaca happened by £•4Q.._ 

Risley's office "shortly before the reorganization" while Risley was discussing the memorandum 

with. Bonaca noted that Risley's feelings were "very intense" and that Risley was "hot" 
L .  

about the memorandum going to Millstone Unit 1 (Exn. 8, at 2). When interviewed by Oi in 

1996, Risley denied making the !'make or break you" statement to Kupinski (Exh. 26, 

at 118-19).  

iii. Reactor Coolant Purees. The RCP issue arose at Millstone Unit in the •- iC..  

i(Exh. 6, at 25-35).! 

h'as assigned the problem of determining which of the, 

j(Exh. 6, at 25).  

Plant personnel discouraged 

,from examnflg.  

ql lfkid. at 26).  

also resisted any suggestion to continue the investigation (4d. at 27). Finally.  

(id.). Ideally . -.  

would have studied the problem to determine the root cause and a corresponding permanent 

fix. Due to time constraints, however, they decided that they could fix the and justify f i x . D u t o

,-ENITIV, ALLEGATIO, INFRM.T -- DO NT-i5,,-,.-"
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continued operation for a "one cycle fix," but not a permanent fix (idl. at 28).'4 j £y , 

notified DeBarba, Risley, and other NU officials of this recommendation on October 1, 1993 (id.  

at 28-32; Exh. 75). According to, .management was not happy," implying that they E.  

would'have preferred that he had determined that the fix was permanent (Exh. 6, at 28, 29, 

33). Until the effective date of the reintegrationI 

Jthe manufacturer of the pumps, to make recommendations for a 

permanent fix. When the reintegration was announced, however, DeBarba informecj Yi) .

I(id. at 30).  

Some months later in April 1994,, read a memorandum from the NRC advising 

licensees with pumps similar to those at Millstone Unit of the problems encountered by NU _-.  

(L. at 31-35)., believed that the NRC ietter was accurate except that it did not mention L'Y1..  

that the recommended action was only a one-cycle fix (iLd. at 33). ilater learned that 

Opeka had written to .the NRC orv jproblems, .y..( 

but had failed to note that Millstone considered it a one-cycle fix. 'believed that the 1.  
NRC, in reliance upon Opeka's representations, sent out incomplete information'to other 

licensees (L.. at 32).  

B. The Deselections of[ I 

1. Engineering Reintegration of 1993 

The 1993 reorganization of NU's nuclear engineering and related activities involved not 

merely first-level supervisory positions but higher-level positions up to and including those held 

by vice presidents. The process employed in determining who would occupy a particular 

position was not, however, the same in all instances. To the contrary, there was a marked 

14 A one-cycle fix allows operation for one fuel cycle or until the next refueling outage.  

SEU2IT:•.l•,lV\ AL ATION •r',"!iNltATI DO OT D�"NGT-"
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difference between the process utilized for first-level supervisory positions and the method that 

governed the selection of vice presidents, directors, and managers (Exh. 14).  

NU retained an organization called the Hay Group as part of an overall performance 

improvement program. The Hay Group was called upon to develop competency models for use 

for the manager, director, and vice president levels and to play a role in the 1993 engineering 

reorganization. In this connection, it performed an "Executive 360 degree Managerial 

Assessment and Development Guide" on each official. The assessment was designed to 

provide Opeka, then NU Executive Vice President for Nuclear Operations, and the individual 

official with feedback on the latter's impact on the organization. The ingredients of the 

assessment included not only the individua!'s self-appraisal but information gathered from a 

number of other sources. Among those sources were tne individual's superior and "direct 

reports" bearing on performance lid..  
As part of the process, each cerson was given a "FIT" score.1 ' This numerical rating 

was designed to establish how weli the individual's competency scores matched with the 

expected or superior raings for en held position. Ultimately, the FIT scores played a part in 

determining who would best fit into certain positions within the reorganized engineering 

structure (id.).  

Where selections for first-leve! supervisory positions were involved, however, the Hay 

Group played a much more limited role, or, in the case of incumbent supervisors f".  

]no role at all. Those selections were made from a pool consisting of incumbent •.  

supervisors and employees who either had some experience as acting supervisors or no 

supervisory experience at all. The Hay Group was asked to evaluate only the managerial 

• The derivation of "FIT" is not part of the record, but we assume that it is an acronym 

for the assessment of the non-supervisors interviewed by the Hay Group.
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potential of 4C to 50 employees not in supervisory positions. Based upon its assessment of that 

potential in several different categories, the fay Group placed the individuals into four quartile 

ratings id_.).  

2. Engineering Division Supervisor Selection Meeting 

The actual selection of first-level supervisors took place at a meeting held in November 

1993 at a motel in Cromwell, Connecticut. The meeting was presided over by DeBarba and 

also attended by, among others, officials already tapped to hold director positions in the 

reorganized engineering structure (E1h. 26, at 27-28). One of those officials was Risley, who 

would become Director of Engineering for Millstone Unit 1 and reported to DeBarba (Exh. 26, 

at 8, 10).16 

Apart from the Hay Grou: Quartile ratings for the potential supervisors, the officials in 

attendance at the meeting had no written material to assist them in making their selections.  

More specifically, none of the prior performance appraisals of the candidates was made 

available to the selectors (Exh. 28, a* 70). Further, apparently not every person in the pool of 

candidates was even discussed, let alone given serious consideration. Rather, it seems that, 'in 

order to be considered at all, a candidate had to be proposed by one of the attendees (id.  

at 59). According to DeBarba, t•e •,e•.tive of the selection process was to determine which 

candidates would be the "best fit" in the positions that survived the reorganization (id. at 57).'7 

16 The others in attendance at this meeting were: Steve Scace, Vice President, Nuclear 
Operations Services; Ray Necci, Director of Nuclear Engineering, Millstone Unit 2; George 
Pitman, Director of Millstone Unit 3; Jerry Laplatney, Director of Nuclear Engineering, 
Connecticut Yankee; Lorraine Eckenroth, Market Learning Department; and Sam Modoono, 
Vice President of the Hay Group (Exh. 28, at 24-25; Exh. 7, at 32).  

' In this regard, Risley stressed his belief that the selection process was not a matter of 
"going through and saying, well this guy's a dog or that guy doesn't do a good job. It was truly 

(continued...) 
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DeBarba did not recall. name being mentioned at all (id. at 58). With regard to • 7& 

LDeBarba stated that he did not recabeing proposed for a 

supervisor position (Exh. 28, at 70-71). In any event, none of the interviewed participants 

pointed to any discussion of either individual. Opeka, DeBarba, and Risley also testified that 

the issue of raising safety concerns was not discussed (Exh. 41, at 45; Exh. 28, at 38-39).  

Although Opeka was the nominal head of the supervisor selection group, he relied heavily on 

DeBarba and the directors for their personal knowledge of the candidates (Exh. 18, at 31).  

DeBarba described his approach as, "who do we feel is a good candidate for that position?. ..  

So it wasn't a matter of consideration of is there an incumbent because there really are no 

incumbents for these jobs" (Exh. 28, at 53-54). DeBarba stated that everyone "was on an 

equal footing" and that the "group s'eced the best candidates for the positions regardless of 

who or where they were previously" (id.).  

Opeka Stated that some dc--ents reflecting the supervisor selection process were 

destroyed to preserve confid e. tia••,, -Exh. 18. at 83-84). The only records provided to 01 by 

NU regarding this process were limited to the quartile rankings of the non-supervisors (Exh. 79, 

at 1-2). Documents refiecti the " !scores and re'ative rankings of managers and directors, 

however, were preserved (Exh. 79, at 3-31; Exh. 80, at 3-6.).  

In sum, in contrast to the process invoked for the selection of higher-level managers, the 

choice of first-level supervisors had no objective elements. Whether a particular individual 

remained a supervisor or was promoted to a supervisory position hinged upon (1) the 

willingness of a meeting parlicipant to 'put his name fory.ard; and (2) the entirely subjective 

1 7(...continued) 

a selection process rather than a de-selection process" (Exh. 26, at 51).
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judgment of the collected officials as to whether he was the best fit -- a judgment made without 

resort to any documented appraisal of past performance in a supervisory role.  

3. Deselection ofj -- NU Reasons and Aftermath C 

Nineteen supervisors were deselected as a result of the reintegration;18 sixteen 

supervisory positions were also eliminated (Exh. 80, at 15). I learned of his deselection ) •z 

from Mario Bonaca, in delivering the news . _L 

_..Bonaca stated to he could not tell why he was not reselected as a supervisor £. '• 

because Bonaca had not been privy to the process. When pressed further, he stated to 01 that 

he was told that it was not a performance-based decision. Rather, the company had changed 

andi was "no longer a good fit for a supervisory p-sition" (Exh. 2, at 11-12). E )L'21 

spoke to DeBarba soon after he learned of the decision. DeBarba informed him 

that his performance was no: at issue (Exh. 2, at 14). He explained that there were others 

better equipped to fill the supervisor positions, which were fewer in number in the new 

organization. DeBarba a!so observed' experience was narrow compared to others E .1c 

whose experience was more broad. When Bonaca asked DeBarba the reason that was FV"ic 

not reselected for a supervisorposition, however, De~arba replied thjatI !"was not good at 

closing issues"- (Exh. 8, at 1).  

apparently filed no formra! challenge to his deselection. -y .

I8 There is a discrepancy in the record as to the number of supervisors who were 

demoted.. A note by Opeka states that they numbered 21 (Exh. 80, at 14). The difference is 

not material to the analysis of this case.  

CENSITIVYE.ALLEGATIO9 NFnAON ONT ILS
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4. Deselection o -- NU Reasons and Aftermath E'y 

learned of his deselection from Risley who he asserts informed him of the .  

decision with a smile (Exh. 6, at 7). He recalled that he was surprised because he felt that. C§.•.  

)\had done "fantastic work" during the preceding year. Although he spoke with a number 

of officials -- DeBarba, Risley, Harris, and Kupinski .-- he maintained he was never provided an 

explanation for hisC )(id. at 8). E.) C.• 

Some months after the reintegration \filed a discrimination claim with NU's •-/{1C.  

NSCP alleging that he had beer demoted due to, among other things, his protected activity 

(Exh. 41, at 1,13-15). In his, report, Chatfield concluded that there had been no 

discrimination against in vio;ation of 10 C.F.R. § 50.7. Chatfield based his conclusion -i 

on interviews with some management offc;a.s who had taken part il the selection process and 

Kupinski,, . No interviews of new supervisors or of other 

deselected supervisors were conducted. Chatfield asked all interviewees the same ten 

questions based on'. concerns as expressed in his, meeting with CŽ__...

Chatfield, i.e., the criteria used in the selection, the manner in which candidates were assessed, 

and whether his safety-relate-d aaJ,:ty was a factor in his deselection. (Exh. 41, at 14-15, 8n whte sft-e ated tha a.. neatv fato for 

38-39). DeBarba and Kuoinski stated that a negative factor for . -was being associated -'rl

with: who was not viewed as eflective by many NU directors and managers (Exh. 41, FV X-

at 43, 53). The report also indicated that 'name was not mentioned with respect to a .  

supervisor position but only with regard to his placement as a principal engineer (Exh. 41, at 7).  

When asked about his personal knowledge of DeBarba expressed doubt that 

would be accepted in the operating environment of a plant since the new organization IF"..  

was focused on "working in and around a nuclear plant" (Exh. 41, at 51,136; Exh. 45, at 34).
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In his seven-page report, Chatfield provided his analysis of the discrimination issues in 

one-half page (Exh. 41, at 8.). He acknowledged that matters were not handled well by 

management but he found that "no translation of these shortfalls [was] apparent in the 

supervisory selection process" (id.).  

5. New Supervisors 

The record also reflects that eight new supervisors of the thirteen identified in the record 

were interviewed by 01 (Exhs. 11, 13, 16, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24).19 All but one of the new 

supervisors were interviewed by the Hay Group. The eight new supervisors stated that they 

had been interviewed for about one hour by representatives from the Hay Group one week prior 

to the announcement of the teintegration. None was informed of the pending reintegration at 

the time of the interview.  

. .. .•.wh~o as a result of the 1993 reintegration became .  

was not interviewed. He. in fact, was surprised when informed of his promotion (Exh. 20, 

at 7, 10). AlsoOM was the only new supervisor who had some prior supervisory 

experience at NU (i. at 9-10).  

Regarding involvement in prcected activity, - ""II• tated •--"L 

that they had none (Exhs. 17, 11 stated that they £L ".  

had raised safety issues between 1937 and 1991 (Exh. 20, at 77-78; Exh. 16, at 14-20; 

Exh. 23, at 17). According to gIthey had been involved in 

protected activity in 1993 (Exh. 13, at 36-39; Exh. 22, at 11-12). While ........ claimed LY 

19Opeka stated that 13 new suoervisors were selected but only 12 were mentioned by 
name in the interviews. The eight new'suiervisors interviewed by 01 werefr.. _ ., -'•

E,,IT"VE ALLEGATON lNFCMf1ATlC, N-- BE) ,T DICOLOC"E
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that-he had raised one safety concern, he did not p-ovide a date for that event (Exh. 24, 

at 18-20.).  

Ill. ANALYSIS 

A. The Selection Process 

The selection process for upper level management (from managers through officers) 

was markedly different from that of'the supervisor selection process in that the latter allowed 

significant room for subjectivity. The assessments of NU officials done by the Hay Group 

provided objective information resulting in a score assigned to each.upper level official. In 

contrast, .objective criteria were no: uiliized in assessing and selecting supervisors. DeBarba 

acknowledged that the selection process for high ranking officials "was clearly used to avoid 

favoritism" (Exh. 28, at 3).I--. 1ýýe suoervisory selection process that-lacked objective 

criteria clearly left considerable ro -m for "','favoritism" to come into play. That NU would employ 

an objective process for selections at ali levels but one, i.e., supervisors, is puzzling and raises 

the inference that questionable cri:eria might well have played a part in the supervisor 

selections.  

In addition, the process for considering an ind.vidual candidate was sufficiently unusual 

to raise suspicion as to its legitimacy. It essentially called for an NU official affirmatively to 

propose a person for a position, i.e., a candidate required a "sponsor" to have his or her name 

advanced. This process seemingly would not bode well for an employee who had significant 

run-ins with management about safety concerns that might require closing a plant or making 

costly repairs. DeBarba, of course, was familiar with'i (safety-related ' 12 

activities, as was Risley with regard to 

CENCF.ITI -AL1eATRII I F R D Be DICRLCZF
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Further, the record reflects that selections for existing supervisors were based on vague 

terms such as "a good fit" and 'customer-oriented" while information available to selecting 

officials for non-supervisors was the more concrete assessments of the Hay Group. Having the 

Hay Group interview only one group of candidates was somewhat irregular but would not have 

been an unreasonable choice if objective information about the incumbent supervisors, e.g., 

performance evaluations or personnel files, was made available to the selecting officials so as 

to be part of th.e assessment process. Unfortunately, such information was not provided.  

Finally, it appears that NU did not even adhere to its own process as evidenced by the selection 

of. ia non-supervisor never interviewed by the Hay Group, .Y1.  

;himself stated that he was surprised to learn of his promotion.  

In addition to these auestionable 'Circumstances i the fact that some documents relating 

to the supervisor selection Process w;ere destroyed by NU. Opeka's claim that the documents 

were destroyed for confidentiality purposes is not totally convincing because the documents 

demonstrating the quartile rankings of non-supervisors were retained. These quartile rankings, 

showing the relative ranking of the more than forty non-supervisors interviewed by the Hay 

Group, would seem to warrant cc'f: el-,,i,' as well. Obviously, employees ranked at the top 
( 

of the list would be cast in a more positive light than tnose ranked at the bottom, making these 

documents sensitive. The missing documents might have been helpful in shedding light on the 

selection process since the recoliections of NU officials interviewed more than two years after 

the selections occurred were hazy. Thus, it appears that some documents were selectively 

chosen to be destroyed, further supporting the overall impression that the process cannot 

20 Although NU might assert thaf )was not assessed by the Hay Group because 

he had "supervisory" experience as an "a-cting"-tupervisor for ten months, such a claim seems 

to us to still emphasize further the subjective nature of the selection process.  

SENSTIVEA669CATIO0 ILR4FQMAjl.RG! DO 1O DCC1
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withstand close scrutiny. Standing alone, any one of these considerations might not raise a 

suspicion about the process. In totality, however, they create the impression that the selection 

process was less than aboveboard.  

B.  

1. Protected Activity 

W Vas involved in the high visibility projects of the CU-29 valve and 

jf which gave rise to nuclear safety issues. In connection with the CU-29 valve issuel I% 

was significantly involved in an operability determination (OD) or. J.tl 

from 1991 through the reintegration. His technical opinion that the1  
EY""

collided with that of Haynes, Director of Millstone Unit 1, and Richard Kacich, Director of Nuclear 

Licensing, who based their opinions on legai interPreta ions of reguiations. Also,( was 

visibly sptwho accused NU of in 

a manner that violated its license. TnFs issue was an especially pressing one at the time of the 

reintegration because it was known tnat was dissatisfied with NU responses to his -}.-,.  

concerns and was thought to be considering contacting the NRC about them. These activities fall 

squarely in the area of protected a"tiv;ties.  

2. Management Awareness 

The record contains substant~a! testimonial and documentary evidence demonstrating 

that management officials were fully aware of the protected activity and strong positions taken by 

communicated regularly with * , and interfaced •4"( 

regularly with managers and directors of different departmentsand plants. DeBarba was aware 

of support of necause hn he 

headed and which met regularly to deal with, -issues (Exh. 42, at 30-34). Also, just several 

i,.J • , . . .
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weeks before the announcement of the reiftegratiCnl warned DeBarba of 

dissatisfaction with NU's lack of responsiveness to his concerns and expressed his belief that 

rt" .]had the fortitude to go to the NRC (Exh. 53).  

During the course of thes{ the issues of the CU-29 valv{ 

Were added to the matrix of issues that DeBarba The 

L.  

record shows that the CU-29 valve issue, associated withi was discussed at ar 

.!meeting, presumably with DeBarba in attendance (Exh. 50). Also, T- iwrote to DeBarba 

onL lust days before the reintegration was announced, updating him on three 6-• 

subjects including his intent to meet with Millstone Unit 1 officials to discuss the CU-29 valve 

issue(.4-1!(Exh" 57) 

It is possible that DeBarba was aware of: in the CU-29 issue before 

the task force formed because •s-:se reached th.e director level 

Haynes, Director of Millstone Unit 1: and Kacich, Director of the Nuclear Licensing Department 

were all involved -- and it was the type of inter-departmental squabble that a director might bring 

to DeBarba's attention.  

3. Adverse Action 

On November 8, 19931 ,.-as notified that he was not reselected as a supervisor. As 

a result, he was Pokora, a new 

supervisor. He did not suffer a loss in salary but his salary was capped and in the long-term,fl ••I.  

J(Exh. 2, at 12-13). f'JVJ 

3E•TV ALEAIN I -OMTO -- -CO NOT - 'LC
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4. Protected Activity/Adverse Action Causal Nexus 

a. Discussion of Nexus. During the two years preceding the reintegration, - had 

significant involvement in controversial safety matters such as the CU-29 and E lir, 

matters. He had been actively involved in the high-profile CU-29 issue as recently as thel . .  

"Jan issue which remained unresolved at the time of the November 1993 integration. t3"i 1( 

Alsol 
I in charging tha" T , "U 

at Millstone Unit 1 in a manner inconsistent with NU's license.

documented his position)l .to DeBarba or- iand 

stated his belief thatl, Iwould go to the NRC if NU did not resolve the issue soon (Exh. 53). CC-.  

lf• 1contacted the NRC with his concerns, DeBaroa couid expect that would be called 

upon to substantiate ýclaims.

Thne CU-29 valve issue, c i�r'm.=in !992, accears to be the most contentious issue! f4Y-"

Between 19t92 and 1993, rejected the OD declaring, 

valve ooerabe that was prepared by Millstone Unit 1 Project Services C .  

Department, headed by Risley. 2 

These considerations suggest tnat while a solid performer, was someone of whom f']• 

management, including DeBarba, likey ,,;ouid not be particularly enamored because of his 

positions on safety-related matters that could have had a significant impact on plant operations.  

21. also questioned NU's interpretation of the ISAP while working on the CU-29 EY-10

issue. In doing so,, with Kacich, director of the Department of Nuclear 

Licensing,[ These two directors, though they did 

not participate in the supervisor selections, had regular access to DeB.arba. While nothing in 

the record establishes that they briefed DeBarba on, . hallenges to their positions, it is•-". Q 

conceivable that they would have brougnh this to his attention.  

8 CIIE !LEAIH lF1l~AlN-DONTDCLC
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The pivotal issue thus becomes whether NU's articulated reasons for its action are shown to be a 

pretext for discrimination.  

b. NU Manaaement's Reasons ReqardinI In looking at management's reasons,.." 

we begin by noting that under the process used for selecting supervisorsi, Jselection fk. "1 

ultimately depended upon DeBarba to propose his name given that he was the only official in 

)j-in attendance at the selection meeting and, therefore, was familiar with 

his work. This subjective process gave DeBarba the opportunity to remain silent as to1  -ý 

and thereby, deselect him, without a thought of reconciling his decision with objective criteria.  

DeBarba had good reason not to take the affirmative steo of nominating, a person who 1-.  

challenged management and supported who did the same. £W-.  

NU claimed that it deselectedl, as part of an overall reintegration of nuclear __ C 

engineering personnel into the plants. It contended that' Nvas not singled out but, rather, E V.._ 

was only one of nineteen supervisors who were deselected for a new organization that would 

have fewer supervisors (Exh. 18, at 51. 55). DeBarba stated that he was looking for someone 

who was customer-oriented, someone who had techn-ical and interpersonal skills (Exh. 28, at 31).  

He was looking for the "best fit" and no'ught there were better people than to fit the new -C_ _.  

organization.  

Although NU officials testified that no one discussed whether any candidate or incumbent 

supervisor raised safety concerns, DeBarba stated that neither he nor other management officials 

discussed, during the supervisor selection sessions. Yet, if, as stated by DeBarba, •X(7OP 
L 

the criteria for supervisors was truly customer-orientation and possession of good people skills, 

therV jshould have been considered for a supervisor position. E-~/7

LENCITIVE ALLECATION lNFOflMA� ION DO NOT DISCLO�i
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. eceived "Exceptional" and "Qualityu ratings in his last four performance evaluations 

in the elements: customer service orientation,1eamwork and interpersonal skills. Having 

received "Exceptional" and "Quality" ratings in the teamwork element for I Jprior to EY-.  

his.. -\would seem to have qualifiedj. Jas.a "team player," a characteristic that 

DeBarba asserted that-he sought in supervisors. Certainly, there is no evidence that NU ever 

apprised, .that he had shortcomings in these areas. Thus, nothing in the record would lead _..  

one to conclude that he would not "fit" with the new organization. One would think that an 

employee who looked out for the best interests of the company by I •- c.  

would at least be discussed, if not reselected.  

At the same time, if these attributes were so imr ortant, then it is reasonable to expect that 

they would be found in the new supervisors. However, the record does not show thatj ( @-q

J had the aualifications that NU beiieved. Even if, j 

was never mentioned aloud, DeBarba and others must have made a; !of 

_ }DeBarba never offered any explanation as to ' 

why he thought .  

While DeBarba remarkea tha, was not good at closing issues, he provided no FEY 

elaboration on that score. That omiss:on is significant given that 1performance evaluations t"1.  

do not show that he was deficient in this respect. To the contrary, received the highest J~'( 

rating in the elements, "Monitoring and Controlling Work Progress" and "Planning and 

Organizing" for: c.onsecutive years (Exh. 40). The clear implication was that DeBarba's )/-V ..  

22 In his 01 interview, DeBarba did offer an explanation why hq 1who he 

described as having outstanding technical skills and "good insights into designchanges" as well 

as "easv to work with" (Exh. 28, at 74-75). He never, however, indicated whYj__- _ 

• j 
-- ----"-P',"',,, ,,,, i!~ A "'" ^",. ~,'%f& ,A9 ..... "-" "' "'"""!~ DjI CCS
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concern about closing issues refers to\ 'persistence on the CU-29 issue which[ .in a t.ylet 

sense, prolonged because-be, 

-This supports the inference thatf. protected activity was a FViL.  

contributing factor in the decision not to retain him as a supervisor.  

Management reasons for its selection of someone otherl thus, are not E.'L- -. _ 

supported by the record, giving rise to the inference that an impermissible reason played a part in 

the decision.  

It should be noted that the failure of DeBarba to -F-.  

the CU-29 issue adds further substance to the inference that protected S.k 

activity was a contributing factor in his deselection. Even though the issue arose after 

it is evidence of DeBarba's unenthusiastic attitude toward a person who . ")._ 

stood up to management on a safeby issue. Certainly, Chfatfield must have been convinced that 

tnot only was warranted out, would be well-received by or he would not have I 

suggested it to DeBarba. DeBarba's unilluminating statement that would have received the a c.•, 
1 " 

,. ~ pegatively does not fully exci'in nis decision not to act on Chatfield's advice (Exh. 28, Fy.._ 

at 11-15).  

C.  

1. Protected Activity 

was involved in several safety-related projects between 1991 and 1993. Two of E.I"h 

them, the MOV program and the heat exchangers,ý, 

During the course of these projects, that were contrary to those held _F.,C 

by Risley and managers ofthe Millstone units involved. The record also shows that

SEN�lTlVE ALLECA�TIOI2 l�TOfltLAATION DO !'IOT D1SCLO�E
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proposed actions for the MOV program would have required the expenditure of significant 

additional funds and resources to complete the program properly.  

The heat exchanger issue was one in which_ 

,. jview that the heat exchangers were operable.

)

EV-

Events relating to this issue IEV "K-

occurred just a few months before the reintegration.  

The RCP issue was another instance in which. With management. Due £,IC._.  

to some problems detected in the pumpsC 

/ Management refused to accept this opinion that they were operable for only t 

one cycle and, in view, misrepresented their operability to the NRC.  

The above -de scri bed aviles ,ere safety-related and fall within the area of protected 

activities.  

2. M an ,a gment Awareness 

The record shows that DeBarma was aware of -.the MOV program from 

conversations with _ and memoranda from or Kupinski, 

(Exh. 6, at 11; Exh. 28, at 39; Exh. 46, at 78). Unit directors were aware of on 

MOV's because that. program aected a•f the units and he copied them on relevant 

correspondence. had a series of ongoing disagreements with.-C 

:the MOV program and the RCP repairs E -, 

'Exh. 6, at 9-12; Exh. 78).  

DeBarba stated that he was aware of RCPs and the C 

TBSCCW heat exchangers (Exh. 28, a: 21, 39, 41-42). Risley, as a director at Millstone Unit 1, 

was aware of with the heat exchangers at his plant. Of course, it was in ,fc..

&ENPlQ'lVE AlL-FG:LECATI INF-GN16TION DO NOT D&LZ
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the context of that issue that Risley allegedly made his "make you or break you" comment.  

Risley and Blasioli, both directors, were directly aware of "position on the heat Lv 

exchangers because he interacted with them regularly on that issue at Millstone Unit 1. Risley 

also was familiar with - activities because hel • N1.  

IJust several months prior to the reintegration.  

3. Adverse Action

On ilearned that he had been to 

principal engineer. As with he suffered no immediate loss in pay, although his -1Q 

4. Protected Activity/Adverse Action Causal Nexus 

a. Discussion of Nexus. The temDoral nexus between his activities and his deselection, 

the fact that two safety,-related projects IMO Vs and heat exobangers) were.  

and Risley's threat to his sjperýviso, ccnecton witn one of those projects, give rise to the 

inference that his protected activwt'z' was a contributing factor in his demotion. As with , )", 

however, the question remains wnetlner NJ's articulated reason for its action is sufficient.to 

overcome that inference.  

b. NU Manaaement's Reason Reoardincl NU management's reason for '_".  

,was the same as that given for was one of many 

who were demoted during a wide-ranging reorganization that called for fewer supervisors and 

that NU was looking for customer-oriented people. Also, DeBarba stated. -might not be (-1Q....  

accepted into the operating (plant) environment (Exh. 41, at 51, 136).

SENSITIVE Al:ýF=GA-TleH IHFE)RHAT19ý1-99 PIP- Rlg& Qr";L-
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had very good performance evaluations in He consistently earned y...  

the following ratings in relevant elements: "Quality" in customer-orientation, "Exceptional" in 

interpersonal skills and "Quality" in teamwork (Exhs. 39, 61). These elements would appear to 

match most closely with those that DeBarba stated as being sought in supervisors. Yet, the 

record reflects that name was never considered for retention in a supervisor position. ")X 

This must be viewed in the context of the supervisor selection process that essentially required a 

"sponsor,* once again either DeBarba or Risley. As with if the criteria as stated by •4 

DeBarba was actually the deciding factor as to whether a candidate was in the running for a 

position, then. should have been seriously considered. bt" 

Nothing in the record suggests that would fall short in these areas. In fact, E"1 

is a prime example of a person with the 'technjica! and interpersonal skills" that DeBarba 

claimed he sought. He was an received "Exceptional" and "Quality" _ -2.  

ratings in the areas of in.terrperso7.-za' sk,,..s arc ieadership, respectively. The fact that .  

was not seriously considered for a supervisor position when he possessed these desired 

attributes suor.s the inference ta somermsse factor was a significant 

consideration in the decision to oese:ect him.  

DeBarba's other stated reasor for deselection was that he might not fit in at the 

plant. However, there seems to be iinieocasis for that fear because spent many hours at FC_ 

the plants carrying out assignments such as the RCP assignment at Millstone Unit and was, E ,..  

thus, familiar with plant operations (Exh. 6, at 25). Also, 

was F-y_ 

23 Between received "Qualit/' and "Exceptional" ratings in all 

elements except one. In, I in monitoring and 
controlling work progress, which was raised to a "Quality" in 1993 (Exh. 61, at 2).  

.EN.IT-..E ALL[.ATi.. lNFE...AT.. DO BE) QC"E
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commended for his teamwork and responsiveness to plant needs regarding1 .. " 

i(Exh. 39, at 9, 12, 14).  

c. Analysis of Other Evidence. The inference can be drawn that the MOV issue was 

taken away from' Jbecause his suggested plan of action required more than the company 

wished This attitude is consistent with the "shoot the messenger" attitude described in U*K.  

the Executive Summary, Millstone Employees Concern Assessment Team (MECAT) Report 

(Exh. 90, at 3). The reason proffered bY . for taking the MOV prograr .

i.e., that he was too busy, does not carry much weight. If that was the real reason, then , 

would likely have so informedl, at the time. Instead, gave no explanation _.'ýX.  

contemporaneous with the event. I' was only in 19936, when Ol's investigation was underway, 

thatl ;presented this reason. Considerina that -X'.  
1 .  

MOV program was 

the reason does no: seem credilie. With his deselection occurring( ',_(.  

MOV program, it becomes 'Ey1 

clear that a pattern of cause and effect ex;sted between 

and a change in the conditions of his employment. Taking a project away from EVX 

an employee who espoused a position unpopular with management is an example of what was 

referred to in the NRC's October 1 996 Order as NU's tendency "to punish" those raising safety 

issues.  

The record also indicates that went beyond normal b.ounds when he attacked _ 

with regard to the heat exchanger issue. Though: 

that the heat exchangers were not operable. Certainly, rejecting the opinion of, without f(7p, 

CENSITIVE ALCTO INIlMTC - , 148 131981t!8LOE
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providing contradictory support raises the question of motivation. The situation for E .-f_

-complained to F-VX_ 

Kupinski abouj Clearly, the was in bad faith and was 

meant to 'that were contrary to corporate and plant management. EL ".  

Finally, i In light of the above, it is reasonable to ',2C"..  

conclude that the MOV and heat exchanger issues! were retaliatory U-C 

actions by NU and add to the evidence tnat NU discriminated against EL1 

Although Risley denied making the "make or break you" statement to Kupinski on 

L.. it is more likely than not that he did. This foliows from the fact that: (1) Kupinski Eyi"..  

related the account of Risley's threat to that same day: and (2).Bonaca observed that E7 

Risley was "hot" over, going to Miflstone Unit 1. Kupinski's sense that 

the threat also was directed at. aoeas• - to have teen on target. It is not unreasonable to 

infer that Risley followed through on his threat by not advancinc name for a supervisor E"K 

position only one month later because he was so angered b\ .ction.24 

It should be noted that the finoing of no discrimination by the NSCP supports NU's 

position that its reasons were legitimate. However, the investigation was shallow. Only high-level 

management olicials invoived in the selection process were interviewed and all were asked the 

same questions even though their functions in the selection process were diverse and their 

degree of familiarity with ;!abilities varied. Chatfield, who headed the investigation, did "(-,)(Z 

24 It might be suggested that, since Risley made his threat directly to Kupinski, Kupinski 

would have been subject to an adverse action during the reintegration as well. Although the 

record is not developed on this issue, two possibilities explain his retention as a manager. First, 

the objective assessments and ratings by the Hay Group of Kupinski may have made it harder 

to demote him, depending on his standing. Also, Kupinski may have been assisted by DeBarba 

because, according to Bonaca, Kupinski "was good friends with DeBarba going back to the 

early years at NU" (Exh. 8, at 2).  
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not review performance evaluations or personnel files to verify whether the supervisors chosen by 

DeBarba and the directors fit DeBarba's expressed criteria. He conducted no comparison of new 

supervisors or de'selected supervisors for their levels of protected activity to determine whether 

employees who raised safety issues were treated disparately. Moreover, the tone of the report is 

not objective, but appears defensive of management. By merely repeating management's view 

of the selection process, it cannot be considered a particularly objective finding.  

D. Disparate Treatment 

In any case involving a personnel action of some size, evidence of invidious disparate 

treatment might prove useful in assessing whether pretextual management actions were involved.  

In this instance, although eight new spJervisors were interviewed about their history of raising 

safety concerns at NU, it was impossible to gauge their level of participation in safety-related 

activities based on the cursory exam;.a::on of them that was contained in the record. Even if one 

considered all identified safety'-rea-t'e activity as protected activity of the same level, only r..

.The only other notable activity was that of _ 

who was involved in a high-profile issue with well-known whistleblower'.I....... This, E ,(L 

however, was somewhat remote in time e five to six. years -- to the reintegration. Notably, 

stated that no one involved with the Rosemount transmitters was involved in the selection 

process.  

In summarizing the value of this information, the most that can be said is that a superficial 

review shows that only two of eight new supervisors engaged in recent (within twelve months of 

the reintegration) protected activity in 1993. That would lend some support to ",belief that • I

new supervisors were chosen on the basis of their lack of protected activity. However, a more 

SENSFRTIE ALLIE8ATICH) lNFEflRPAA:lCEN - DE) 114@T 9696985
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thorough, in-depth analysis of the protected activity, its visibility and significance would be needed 

to justify such conclusion. 25 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A.  

The record contains rio direct evidence that NU discriminated againsti ...... 4..for his E -K 

protected activity by demoting him from a supervisor to a senior engineer. However, the 

circumstantia' evidence is sufficient to suppor~t the conclusion that his participation in protected 

activity was a contributing factor in his deselection as a supervisor in 1993 and, thus, that NU 

discriminated against him in viwOatior of 10 C.F.R. § 50.7.  

kwas involved in severa' safety-related activities, 
L __ 

resistance to changing his stance that the CU-29 valve E.y .  

was inoperable and his active su'po:r, of Mmho believed that NUWT" " - M.  

were known by DeBarba, the lead NU ,k iC 

official in the supervisor selection process.  

Management's reason for no: seiecting,-.-.- that he did not fit in -- appears pretextual •-L-)Q 

against the backgroun. of pe-formance evaluations rating him very high for the same £- )Q 

25 A well-developed record of the protected activity of new supervisors and demoted 

supervisors would have been helpful in analyzing this case on a disparate treatment theory.  

The protected activity of the members of these two groups could have been compared to that of 

W ............ 1111 . to determine whether those not involved in protected activity were treated £14(il.  
more favorably thaýi those who were. To do this definitively, however, would be a major 

undertaking, requiring the interviews of at least 35 individuals (13 known new supervisors and 

22 demoted supervisors). For our purposes, the lack of comparibility was not critical because 

we find the record is sufficiently developed to come-to a conclusion regarding discriminatory 

(i.e., retaliatory) intent toward the two individuals so as not to require a comparison of the 

complaining employee to similarly situated employees.
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attributes -- customer-orientation, interperson al ski'ls, and teamwork -- that NU claimed it sought 

in a supervisor. Also supporting a discrimination finding is the unusual and irregular selection 

process. Nothing in the record justifies a process in which an incumbent supervisor with a strong 

record of eleven years was replaced by a new supervisor with only limited acting supervisory 

experience and who, unlike all other new supervisors, had not been interviewed by the Hay 

Group. These factors, along with DeBarba's later failure to give[ tip the .y.-

scales in favor of a finding of pretext." Against this backdrop, it is more likely than not that NU 

discriminated against7  Jfor his protected activities.  

B.  

The circumstantial evidence in case s.miiary supports an inference of E-X •C 

discrimination. Between 
.. i(MOV's _ 

and heat exchangers) in which he had . About one -Y-_ 

month before the reintegration was announced, Risley,. 'who •Q()C.  

was integrally involved in supervisor selections, had uttered the . 1 

in connecion with a safety-related project in which )C 

"".•o DeBarba . ... ofthe MOV -..  

program shortly before he learned that .. These actions suggest a pattern: &." 

When took a position unpopular w ith management, management retaliated. The 

26 Any lingering uncertainty as to NU's retaliatory motive can be resolved by considering 

the existence of a "chilling" environment at NU during 1993. The Executive Summary of the 

MECAT and the Executive Summary of the Report of the Fundamental Cause Assessment 

Team (FECAT) both stated that management was not receptive to enmployees' safety concerns 

(Exhs. 90, 91). The FECAT stated that NU's approach to employee all ations was, at times, 

"critical or adversarial" (Exh. 91, at 3). This environment would explaini deselection as I 

supervisor as well as the inordinate amount of time that it took for NU to resolve the CU-29 

valve matter.
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additional evidence of the subjective selection process and management's reasons for the 

deselection not being borne o•,t by performance evaluations lead to the conclusion EY-)., 

that, - was-discriminated against due to his protected activities .27 , 

27 The evidence of the chilling environment and NU's tendency to punish those who 

raised safety issues during 1993 as reported by MECAT and referenced in NRC's October 1996 

Order only confirm this conclusion.  
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ATTACHMENT 3 

CASE NUMBER 1-96-007 

[ALLEGAT.ONS OFF. 7 Ic.  

1!. INTRODUCTION 

On January 11, 1996,; re terminated, EyI.C_ 

along with ninety-nine other employees, as part of a workforce reduction process at Northeast 

Utilities System (NU). At the time of their terminations,...... . were employed as E

Prior to their terminations, engaged in protected activities. EY XU 

Specificallyt jhad been responsible for working on two safety-related issues involving LY'h 
had , .  

been involved in the Rosemount transmitter issue at NU in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and 

he raised a number of concerns during the course of his work[ ...  

Jthat he had some involvement in the Rosemount • 

Transmitter matter and he too raised a number of safety concerns during the course of his work 

in thel jwhere he had worked previously, and in the _) 

Within two months of the NU terminations, the NRC staff chartered a task force to 

review NU's workforce reduction process in response to its receipt of allegations from former 

1As it is pertinent to this case, the supervisory chain for these allegers is described 

below (infra note 8 and accompanying text).  

A66EGAF 1A 0p .9i- = 

informationrin this record was deleted 

in accordance with tereedom of Information 
I? (.o l..r
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NU employees who alleged they were targeted for termination for engaging in protected 

activities. JfLX1C.  

The Millstone Task Force conducted transcribed interviews with NU management 

officials about the workforce reduction process and with a number of individuals who were 

known to have been involved in protected activities at NU. who were _ 

among this group of former employees, told Task Force members they were terminated for 

engaging in protected activities.  

Subsequently, the Office of Investigations (01) initiated an investigation of the facts and 

circumstances surrounding the terminations ofj In addition to the £ L 

principals, 01 also interviewed line managers and senior NU executives, and developed a 

substantial evidentiary record.  

In Part II of this report, we discuss the duties and responsibilities of the subject 

employees, their job performance and the protected activity they engaged in, NU's workforce 

reduction process in general, and its application to the Nuclear Engineering Department 

specifically. Part III contains our analysis of the facts, while in Part IV we set forth our 

conclusions.  

On the basis of the Task Force report and accompanying information, 01's investigative 

report and exhibits, and other pertinent materials, we are unable to conclude that there is a 

reasonable expectation that it can be shown by a preponderance of the evidence that in 

terminatingi IINU discriminated against them for engaging in protected 

activity.

6- rTtvt7L ý ...tw$0MN~o~ 9-N&t T D5isC3ehe4
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It1 BACKGROUND

A. Allegers' Employment History and Activities 

1.
eVCJQ

a. Position and Performance. an NU employee for approximately at the 

time of his termination in 1996, was a In this f.__ 

position, jwas in contact with the and with staff at the various NU E•-• 

plants. During the course of his employment with NU, worked on any number of projects Ey-r 

relating to nuclear safety. E-4C1 

work on this issue was discussed in his EKt: 

performance evaluation for that year (Exh. 18). Specifically, his work on a E.L-. .  

that led the vendor to make revisions to its design codes was highlighted (id. at 1). 1 EW'Q 

appraisal also noted, however, that hisr 

and that during the next year would C-.,-7C 

attempt to address these communications problems by establishing, Ey- 7C 

'id. at 6).

(Exh. 8, at 8). He submitted a 

calculation file and 

tExh. 34, at 3). He also provided his recommendations to 

rejecteld, work because of an 

inadequate quality assurance (QA) review in changing the! 

and a desire not to bias. id. at 4). Reactor 

Engineering also concluded that 

-SE-NS4TIV ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F iLEc O NOMTON-D O IC ~

4 X_ 

E_-V-Q 

EL:--.
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_ . Jýerformance evaluation, though favorable (0 for quality, the second highest ' 

rating in the NU system, but at the "lower end of the 0 range"), addressed his failure to produce 

t 1,Exh. 19, 

at 1, 5). G

performance evaluation. With respect to he stated:

It should be noted that the calculations and work 
[werel accurate and thorough, however, they were 
not usable. needs to ensure that when 
working to r~solve a problem, that the methods and 
approach to be used are concurred [in] by the 
involved parties. The decision process and 
judgment on how to perform ther evaluations 
resulted in work that was not as usable as it should 
be, resulting in an NI [(Needs Improvement)] rating 
for this task (id. at 5).

It was also noted in the evaluation write up that.'

indicating that 

the section of1 

quantity of work andl

had been provided written documentation E( 

i (Ld.). Finally, under E- "C._ 

,the need to improve E.)7

were identified as areas for improvement" E)"1Z

(L.. at 6).  

In response to his

grievance was denied at the first step (id.).

(Exh. 7, at41). His !5KZ 

then filed an appeal to a committee of senior EYK1

managers which included Eric A. DeBarba, Vice President, Nuclear Engineering Services (id.

at 42-43). ,appeal was again denied (id.; Exh. 23). Ž- 7Q,

~HCIl'~' ALEGA~ON ~rO~v1Al0N - D 1~JT DsCLOS
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01 interviewed/ 

las meticulous but not someone who 

produced a great quantity of work (Exh. 50, at 28). He also stated that[.,.  

jwas perceived as a very hard worker (Exh. 51, at 16). :-"_ 

He acknowledged a as well, but said he did not personally have a problem "-pC_ 

told 01 that worked diligently, "but after a year you might E'cX 

ask yourself what he has'been doing" (Exh. 52, at 27). He also stated thati 
! L.).2 ¢•.• l-1--_ 

b. Relevant Safety-Related Activities. As a 

performance of his regular day-to-day duties and responsibilities often involved •--'__ 

him in safety-related activities. The_ problem, described in section lI.A.l.a E9 YC .  

above, was one such issue thanr- EK "

Thet .was initially noted by a reactor engineer in 1994 (Exhs. 34, 35). E-Z..  

-Performed an evaluation to identify the potential cause'-. (Exh. 34). Upon ,F--, t.

completion of his evaluation in(r ,he advised his supervisor of his conclusions E__ )C.  

relative to root cause (Exh. 8, at 9-1 0). His conclusions were not confirmed by a more detailed 

j(Exh. 35, at 1). This resulted in a Plant Information Report (PIR) being written to "$-"tL

initiate a root cause evaluation (id.). The root cause evaluation for the PIR was performed by 

2[ also stated thatr had a very narrow view and that he was very opinionated: _

Once he formed an opinion, it was difficult -- Some people are 
easy to talk about it and you change your opinion. 'I do that all the 
time. Other people, once they take a, position they feel really 
charged to stick with it forever. F was more of that school of Eýt "7 
thought (Exh. 52, at 47).
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Reactor Engineering, Nuclear Fuels Engineering and the fuel vendor (Exh. 34, at 2). These 

groups were unsuccessful in identifying a root cause and the PIR was closed with no 

recommended corrective actions id.). Subsequent to closure of the PIR,; ... jassigned . -2 

another engineer to conduct a .hat establishedl -.•]conclusions about the £./ .  

cause of the Nere incorrect (Exh. 35, at 1). E1Q 

An NRC Region I inspector performed an inspection to review the actions NU had taken 

in response to theI .(Exh. 34).3 With respect to the. - L 

issue, the inspector acknowledged that the root cause had not been identified (Exh. 34, at 2).  

He concluded however, that technical specification (TS) limits had not been exceeded and the 

plant's accident analysis was valid less than the [TS] limit" (id.). With F•C}• 

respect to the issue, the inspector found that NU's actions to improve the E-- XT_ 

calculation by improvin• !design codes was a technically sound approach for resolving the E_ IC 

issue (id. at 4). He also concluded that the basis for rejecting the recommendedi E_/ "C.

]hanges, i.e.,1 was appropriately documented and justified (id). EI-'C-.  

2. __)C

a. Position and Performance. At the time of his interview with the Office of 

Investigations in March 1996,i had been employed by NU for more than' years I C_ 

.and E•W)C._
(Exh. 2, at 4). He started his career as an, 4, 

subsequently was promoted to a supervisor ir, (id.). During an NU, IC 

land he was removed from his supervisory position (Exh.:3, Eg-K_ 

3 3 This inspector also reviewed a[ jhad exprqssed concerns about to 
gIn response, Ito resolve'the issue, which he did to his •. --• 

management's satisfaction (Exh. 35, ai e) 

I IiVE ALLEGATION iNFQRM.V I lull -- DO NOT DISCLE
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at 10-11). He subsequently secured a position as ar "-_ 

did. at 10).  

1performance, as documented in performance evaluations for 

were favorable (Q) (Exhs. 10, 11). In theF evaluation however, 

in quality and quantity of work (Exh. 9, at 5).. .  

1performance appraisal, told 01 that' Ifailed to grasp that he was 

in a new discipline and to undertake to learn and do the things necessary to come up to speed 

(Exh. 36, at 28-29). He also stated that, progress was extremely slow which led him to L...21 

conclude that he was not committed to change (id. at 29). When asked ifL jever failed to 

complete assigned projects,. stated that there were projects that were delayed, but 

not missed (id. at 32). He adso said that he had to be with! on projects, i.e., handhold 

him, a situation he described as burdensome (id. at 32). In terms of performance,,, 

stated that he could not give'. the typical work he gave[ a 

Sid. at 33).  

In a confidential memorandum prepared to supporti ( 1selection for termination as Ev -)C 

part of the 1996 workforce reduczion, Donald Dube, Manager of the Safety Analysis Section, 

stated thatl had received only one performance evaluation in the Safety Analysis 

Section, the evaluation (Exh. 9, at 5). Dube further declared that 

an 

inflated penormance evaluation for (id.). 5 Dube also pointed out as noteworthy the fact I'C__ 

4 The 1993 evaluation covered the period when F

In a February 15, 1996, letter to Wayne D. Lanning, NRC, on NU employee layoffs, 

Ted Feigenbaum, Executive Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, NU, stated that 
(continued...)

S�NSI I IV� MLLeS�2A I ION INrur¶Iv1ATIC� DO NCT Dl3�L'.J3E
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that1  did not give out a single NI for a single attribute for 34 persons in the £-.  

section (id.). 'also had indicated to. Dube that':_, appraisal would be 6p_.. .__ 

low (id.). In addressingl_ )overall performance, Dube stated: LY- 

The quantity and quality of work is very low. In 

two years i cancount on one hand the number of contributions he 

has made, few if any that are significant compared to someF-:.,:{ ....  

.who number anywhere from 20 (about once per month) ý..  

to 200 (several per week) significant contributions. There are four 

in the branch with only 2 to 3 years of 

"experience who oerform 5 to 10 times the volume of work 

produced by is not committed to change. Efforts to EX C..  
increase his productivity, including one-on-one training by the 

suoervisor have not been effective. •)"L._ 

or several years and much of his energy is 
pre-occupied W'ith that endeavor. I should note that, - ' 

.ffort in the branch, and •-4'-

does display good teamwork (id.).  

01 interviewed 

told 01 thati tand could 

that he-was less productive than other individuals in the group (Exh. 38, at 36). He also stated 

thati (id. at 44). During his 

interview with 01, took an unusuallytlong time to 

cqmplete assignments and that there had been continued complaints about his performance 

from people working on projects with him (Exh. 39, at 27-28). He also told 01 that' 

told 01 he did not think thai' worked that hard to 

catch up with the other people in the section and that he showed no interest in his work, but 

5(.. .continued) 
throughout the NU system, less than 2 percent of all employees typically receive NIs (needs 

improvement). Approximately 90 percent receive Qs (Exh. 27, encl. 1, at 5).

S-NSITIVE ALLr-..Lt AT 5 1,N ,,-,-,,ATI, , DOG ,,OT, ,iC-, C
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J Exh. 40, at 21-22, 27). He also told 01 than 

on the job "almost every day" (id. at 44-45).  

b. Relevant Safety-Related Activities. Liker .regular duties and LY.-...  

responsibilities involved the performance of safety-related activities. During his interview with 

the Task Force, however,

,(Exh. 2, at 13). These concerns involvedf 

d.  

these concerns with i Larry Chatfield, •c-" 

head of the NU Nuclear Safety Concerns Prooram (NSCP), as well as his supervisor 

Ptated that the concerns he raised were addressed and that _, 

he saw no changes in his relationships or performance evaluations for having raised these 

issues (id. at 17, 23, 29, 32, 37; Exh. 3, at 25, 29, 36, 39, 42).6 

also stated that he had been involved with the Rosemount Transmitter issue "to • .  

some extent" (Exh. 2, at 10). In this regard, he stated that he was interviewed by 01 during its 

investigation of NU's handling of the Rosemount Transmitter issue, and that he chose not to 

have NU counsel represent him during his interview (id. at 10-11). further advised of I. "1C 

S With respect to these five safety issues said he raised, 01 questioned whether 

any of the five could be the basis for retaliation since they were satisfactorily resolved and he 
received no negative feedback on any of them (Exh, 3, at 42). In response, r stated that 
he was raising those issues aspart of his job. 0! asked, "Is that why you raised them? See, 
I'm doing my job" (i.d. at 43). -Ireplied, "I raised them because what they would be called 
would be protected activities. I don't know exactly why, you know, I was terminated" (4d.).  

SENSITIVE ALLEC T ""N 1.ORM ATA^ AO NOQT D",ISCL' ,Q1SE
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hearing that his name was used throughout 01's investigative report, which he thought was 

made known to NU management (id. at 13).  

By way of background regarding the Rosemount Transmitter matter, which also plays a 

role in connection with alleger[ a Rosemount Transmitter is a sensing element used to LC..  

determine pressure or water level in a reactor's primary system. These transmitters became an 

issue at Millstone in 1986 when five out of twelve transmitters in one reactor protection system 

failed during cycle one operations at Millstone, Unit 3.  

A technical evaluation was prepared for the purpose of determining whether the 

Rosemount Transmitter failures presented a significant safety hazard (SSH) requiring NRC 

notification. The engineer who completed the evaluation! (1..x 

This engineer concluded that an SSH was presented. The Section E-$c..  

Manager, did not agree and directed revision of the EX 7C.....  

evaluation to reflect his conclusion. The engineer refused, whereupon.  

/that no SSH was presented and 

An NU Nuclear Review Board subsequently overturned the no SSH finding E1.  

and the matter was reported to the NRC in March 1988. (01 Case No. 1-90-001 Report 

(Aug. 31, 1992) at 23-24). After NRC notification, a number of activities and tasks were 

undertaken by NU to address the problem, and it was at this point in November 1988 that.. EYC....  

I requested and was granted permission by E-.1Z_ 

his management at NU to work on ar. : 

I subsequently differed with NU management over the manner of resolving the S"1C_ 

Rosemount Transmitter issue. Thereafter, hIe raised concerns with the NRC about NU's

- E"-C"T"IV- ALLEGAT".I ,P•,lMAT1G- -D^ NOT 918
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actions to address the issue. He also alleged that he had been harassed, intimidated, and 

discriminated against because of his efforts to resolve these issues. An 01 investigation (Case 

No. 1-90-001) was initiated in early 1990. 01 interviewed a number of NU employees including 

,jwhose testimony concerned his actions to change the SSH evaluation to a non-SSH "E__1 

finding. In concluding his interview, jalso told 01 he felt the problemsj _C

.experienced were the result of personality conflicts and he stated that he felt free to raise safety 

concerns directly with NU (01 Case No. 1-90-001, Exh. 11, at 7).  

From the O report on thei investigation, it appears that none of the other Ey. -1C 

supervisory personnel involved with the termination decisions, including £-t i

DeBarba, see section I1.C below, was interviewed about the discrimination matter. E__ .  

DeBarba indicated during his 01 interview, however, that was in his group for a brief 7.V 

period of time in 1990 and 1991 at the -very tail end" of the Rosemont Transmitter matter 

(Exh. 59, at 81).  

3.  

a. Position and Performance., began his employment with NU as a 

I(Exh. 5, at 4-5). He was later promoted to 

performance evaluations for 

..rere both favorable (Q ratings) (Exhs.'15, 16). The performance evaluation, 

however, contained. the following statements:

SFN~l~VE LLEATI0 iFORMATION DONT ICLC
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is bright and capable, and with an adjustment in emphasis _ 
L-can be a strong performer in the[ .areas as 

well.  

Theý ihas a different role 
than-in previous NU organizations. In the past there had been a 
role for al 

kExh. 16 at 1, 6).  

When questioned by 01, * ,y-c.  

appraisals, stated that he had been trying to get 

full time (id.).  
I

In a memorandum prepared to support selection for termination as part of the fEYI._ 

1996 workforce reduction, Matthew Kupinski, Managr Nuclear Engineering Support, stated: 

Although, received an overall Q rating, his 1994 
review noted that while.: 

was not 
as good, leading to a weaker performance overall. His areas of 
weakness were in the categories of Quality/Quantity, Customer 
Service Orientation, Monitoring & Controlling, Planning & 
Organizing, Initiative/Innovation as evidenced by 0 [minus] ratings 
in these competencies. He did, however, receive an E 
[(Excellent)] rating in Problem Solving & Analytical Skills. The 
review also notes, in particular, that although in the past there had 
been a role for a person dedicated almost exclusively tor 

'this role 
was no longer possible to maintain (Exh. 14, at 2).  

01 interviewed 

about his performance.. stated that 
SENITIE AI=FGA:G-P 1NGRM:P94 -- @ p~erformance.-
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he did not believe that: carried an equal share of the workload, and he noted that 

L .needed close supervision (Exh. 45, at 16). He also stated that..  

as was expected of those who worked in his group (4d.).  

jflexibility and versatility were limited because most of his work 

was jhad been trying to steer 

and to get him out into other areas, but 

was not receptive to this (Exh. 47, at 23). He also stated that, i' 

when he was told to do so (id).  

b. Relevant Safety-Related Activities. told the Task Force that .. 0 
and that he had been "very involved" in 

Rosemount transmitter issues with testified during E-)L1.  

the Rosemount transmitter investigation. In his testimony there, he was critical of NU, stating 

he would not raise a safety concern within NU, but would contact the NRC instead (01 Case 

No. 1-90-001, Exh. 62, at 3). told 01 that he also worked for LY-.} 

and that whilý was on a crusade, he and 

were not (Exh. 46, at 25-26).  

When questioned by the Task Force, !recited. a list of safety issues he worked 1

on prior to his termination. These included level issues for PWRs and BWRs and some audits 

he was assigned to perform (Exh. 5, at 21-22). He also told the Task Force that he had raised 

an issue with people in the NU NSCP just before his termination involving _ 

that may have involved an unreviewed safety problem (id. at 22).  

During his later interview with 01, however, was questioned about the nature of the •_ 7_ 

issue he raised with the NSCP staff before his termination. 01 inquired, "[y]ou mentioned in

4ENGITIVE Al:LECATI0EIN) MAIN - DO NOT DI3CLOBEOE
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your prior testimony that it was ironic that you happened to have -- you know, right before you 

were terminated, the day before maybe or just before, that you had been talking with the 

nuclear safety concerns people. Do you remember that comment?" (Exh. 6, at 11). In 
r' 

response, ýstated, "Yes.... I talked to them about some of the things that were going 

on real recently which was on that L 1where there was what I 

thought were irregularities in whether something was a significant safety concern or not .... an 

unanalyzed safety problem" (id. at 11-12). When Of requested the name of the person he had 

spoken with in the NSCP, stated he had forgotten, but that he could come up with it 

at 14). 01 asked to think about it and provide the name so 01 could contact the 

person (id. at 15). Whereupon,/! stated he had not talked specifically about the 

potential unresolved safety problem (id. at 15). Upon additional questioning by 01 

admitted that he had not spoken to NSCP personnel about irregularities in the 

L at all, but instead about the manner in which the Plant Operations Review 

Committee (PORC) meetings were conducted and QA qualification of TS software (id.  

at 16, 20-21). further advised that both issues were satisfactorily resolved (id.  

at 22-24).  

B. The NU Workforce Reduction and Reengineering Processes 

The Task Force and 01 provided comprehensive information on NU's workforce 

reduction and reengineering initiatives. To summarize, in 1995 and 1996, NU developed and 

subsequently initiated a workforce reduction program in an effort to achieve its business plan 

objectives of operating efficiently and competitively in a deregulated market. (Exh. 57, 

at 21-22). Under the program, staff reductions were to be achieved by use of both voluntary 

(early retirement) and involuntary (termination) processes. Employees subject to involuntary

SEMI 11' E Ab E-GATlQN iset:96E
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reduction were to be evaluated and ranked, on a matrix, with their peers against five fixed and 

five supplemental nuclear competencies (Exh. 27). The five fixed competencies (Education, 

Experience, Job Knowledge, Job Performance and Commitment to Change) were similar to the 

elements and standards of the performance evaluations used in the NU system. The 

supplemental competencies (Leadership, Teamwork, Communication, 

Planning/Organization/Decision-Making and Effectiveness) were developed by a task force NU 

chartered to formulate the workforce reduction program and approved by senior NU 

management (id. at 2). Managers. with input from their supervisors, were responsible for 

completing the matrices and were to base their scores on an employee's last two performance 

reviews and a prediction of how the employee was likely to perform in the future organization 

(id.).  

An employee receiving the lowest scores on a matrix could be terminated. All NU 

nuclear employees were informed of the workforce reduction in a July 31, 1995, letter from 

John F. Opeka, then Execut~ve Vice President. Nuclear (NRC Task Force Report, "Independent 

Review of tNUI Workforce Reductjor. Process" (Oct. 2, 1996) Attachment 1 [hereinafter Task 

Force Report]).  

Managers were provided a detailed handout for their use in explaining the Workforce 

Reduction Program to their supervisors and staffs (id. Attachment 7). In this July 27, 1995 

handout, the reasons for the workforce reduction and NU strategic business plan objectives 

were addressed (id.). This document also contained the staff reduction target numbers that 

had been identified by 17 functional area teams established for this purpose (id.). The target 

numbers identified, 250 for the entire nuclear organization for the years 1996 and 1997 and 35 

for Nuclear Engineering Services for the same two-year period, were described as best
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estimates and NU's early view of what would be required for it to reduce costs and be 

competitive. (L.).  

A key issue identified in the handout was the fact that NU would likely have to cut into its 

quality rated employees to "determine the best of quality (id.) Subsequently, NU management 

decided to impose the entire 250 person reduction in one year, 1996. Nuclear Engineering 

Services Vice President DeBarba, who was involved in strategic business planning from the 

start, indicated that the decision to combine the workforce reduction numbers for 1996 and 

1997 was based on "humanistic" reasons .and a desire for stability,(Exh. 58, at 23-24).  

DeBarba also stated that senior management decided it would be more appropriate to do a 

larger reduction ear!y, and the- wait t: see what came out of reengineering and look at later 

reductions then id.).  

All managers i-esponsible f1r :s.o!eting matrices attended mandatory, workforce 

reduction matrix training held between September 26 and October 5, 1995. As part of the 

training, managers were soecifical;y nsirructed not to consider in any aspect of the workforce 

reduction process an empioyee s sex. race, age, national origin, marital status, sexual 

orientation, d:sab'Iity, fami'y ieave status, or the fact that an employee may have previously 

engaged in protected "a'"ty Ex.-..'. a: -6). The training materials distributed to managers 

included a competency reference guide for managers to use in ranking their employees. In this 

guide, the term competency was defined in terms of a behavior that is observable, measurable 

and trainable, and the characteristics or attributes associated with each competency were 

described (id.). For example, the characteristics associated with Teamwork included 

collaboration with peers, contribution at meetings, rapport building, .and team influence while the 

attributes associated with Commitment to Change included ability to learn, adaptability,
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flexibility, resilience, and managing change (see generally Task Force Report, 

Attachments 5, 8).  

Completed matrices were to be reviewed and approved by functional directors and 

officers, then forwarded to Human Resources (HR) for a consistency review. HR reviewed all 

matrix evaluations of employees identified for termination. HR also reviewed the last two 

performance evaluations for these employees and the performance evaluations of the 

employee(s) having the closest score to the employee identified for termination (Exh. 27).  

Following HR's review,' an additional, independent review was performed by the legal 

staff. This review was to provide an "added assurance" that "concerned" employees had not 

been targeted specifically for reduction (id.) NU senior officers prepared a confidential 

memorandum for use by legal counse! that Identified those employees slated for termination 

who had raised concerns (d.). A "corce-r' ;,a.w broadly defined to include (1) any nuclear or 

industrial safety concern: (2) a grievance: (3) a differing professional opinion; or (4) any issue 

raised by an employee that remotely cowd be characterized as a safety concern or any 

employee who testified before the N.C. Mncluding the 01, as well as anyone who had been 

interviewed in connection with or acpeared as a witness in a Department of Labor hearing 

(Exh. 30). Employment counse& fror. w•-•i. tne company and counsel from an outside law firm 

then examined the ma:rices aro the 'as: wvo performance evaluations for each concerned 

employee (id.). Counsel also reviewed the scores and performance evaluations of the 

employee rated next lowest on the matrix to ensure that the concerned employee had not been
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unfairly rated. In addition, counsel reviewed a random sampling of additional matrices to 

confirm that the process was being fairly applied (id').7 

Upon completion of the added assurance review provided by legal counsel, the matrices 

were forwarded to an Executive Review Committee for final approval (Exh. 27). Upon final 

approval, the Executive Review Committee submitted the list of employees designated for 

termination to the Manager, Equal Employment Diversity, to assure that there was no adverse 

impact on any group protected by law due to race, age, or sex (id.). The matrices identifying 

employees to be terminated were not considered final until the review process was completed 

(id.).  

As stated in the handout or..v..ed to managers. the goal of the work force reduction 

program was to achieve a prooery s~zed worKforce, comprised of employees with the right kind 

of skill sets, so that NU couid cc•r.e'e S2cZessful!y i, the year 2000 and the years beyond 

(Millstone Task Force Report. At7acnmen" T. At• the same time as the workforce reduction 

program was being defined and oeve;oped, NU also was exploring ways to operate its plants 

efficiently, compet•.tvely, and safely "=xh. 59, at 15-18). This "reengineering process", as it was 

called, involved lockinc at the best % :,ants in the county, and incorporating the industry's 

best practices into a new oran~za:, n !. at 15: Exh. 60, at 8). In looking at the best industry 

practices and its current nuclear oro=a.,zation, NU identified functional areas that would not 

require as many people in the future (Exh. 58, at 13.). Engineering, particularly the 

engineering design organization, was identified as one of the functional areas where improved 

-According to information suppiied by NU to the NRC Office of Inspector General in 

connection with its 1998 inquiry into the NRC staff's handling of this case, the added assurance 

review did not res~ult in the removal of any employee from the termination list. However, 19 of 

the 43 employees on the list were not terminated.  
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and revised work initiatives would enable NU to produce a better product at a lower cost and 

with less people (Exh. 59, at 13-18).  

Having concluded that its strategic business plan objectives could be achieved by 

adopting the best industry practices and having developed a workforce reduction process for 

bringing about the downsizing which was based on these best practices (Exh. 60, at 8), the 

company now was ready to implement the workforce reduction.  

C. Nuclear Engineering Department Reduction Process 

In 1996, the NU Nuclear Engineering Services Department was under the organizational 

responsibility of Vice President DeBarba and consisted of five engineering divisions (Exh. 26, 

at 2). Nuclear Engineering Services, the relevant division in this case, was under the 

directorship of Mario Bonaca and included Nuclear Fuel Engineering under Manager John 

Guerci, Safety Analysis under Manager Dube, EY ")c 

\and Nuclear Engineering Support Under Manager Kupinski, which was F-C 

(id. at 3).8 

Prior to completing the workforce reduction matrices for their respective sections, the 

!-- Dube, Kupinski, and Guerci -- met to discuss the matrixing process in r-.  

order to assure that they understooi tne rules before proceeding (Exh. 37, at 11-12; Exh. 43, 

at 11-12; Exh. 49, at 19-20) . They also sought to develop a uniform and consistent approach 

for ranking employees (d.). Specifically, they agreed upon an average (median) rank to be 

assigned to emplqyees in their sections (id.). They gave this information to th" 

- and instructed them to use it, along with the 

Additionally, as we have'already seen, r_•-y 
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competency descriptions and guidance, in performing the matrix evaluations (Exh. 37, 

at 13-14; Exh. 42, at 17).9 In describing the managers' role in the process, Dube and Kupinski 

stated that upon completion of the matrices by the supervisors, the managers were to review 

the scores for consistency and to normalize them as appropriate ( Exh. 37 at 13, Exh. 43 

at 11-13).  

Upon receipt of the completed matrices from the supervisors, the managers met and, as 

described by Kupinski and Guerci, compared matrix scores from their groups with other groups 

for consistency (Exh. 43, at 12-13; Exh. 49, at 19-20). The matrices for Dube's, Kupinski's, 

and Guerci's branches were completed as required, meaning employees had been evaluated, 

scored, and ranked. Employees identified for termination were to have an "X" placed in a 

column on the matrix next to their names. However, no employee from the • "L--

was "X'd," i.e., identified for termination. (Exh. 37, at 19; Exh. 43, )k'9 -( 

at 15-16; Exh. 49, at 19).  

The managers subsequently sent these matrices to the Directors (Exh. 37, at 19; 

Exh. 43, at 16). Bonaca reviewed the matrices for his division and discussed with his managers 

the fact that all had the same median (Exh. 56, at 45). He also noted that none of his 

managers had identified any employee in the division for termination (id. at 49-50). In this 

connection, during his 01 interview, Bonaca stated that he did not believe further reductions 

were necessary based on his view that his department had already reached its reduction target 

SThese managers' approach differed somewhat from the process described during the 
workforce reduction matrix training in that the supervisors were to provide input to the 
managers, who were responsible for completing the matrices (Exh. 27, at 2).  
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of seven through eight early retirements (id. at 38). Consequently, he sent the matrices 

forward to Jeb DeLoach, Staff Assistant,' 0 who in turn submitted them to DeBarba id. at 50).  

According to Bonaca, DeBarba contacted him about the matrices for his division.11 

Bonaca indicated that he was told that there could be more cuts beyond the target numbers for 

the departments id. at 58). Bonaca also stated that DeBarba said he had looked at the 

matrices for the branches and noted eight names that were at the bottom of the matrices, 

including[i (id. at 59-64).12 DeBarba discussed cutting the department £• -1.• 

by those eight employees (id. at 65). In response, Bonaca told DeBarba that eight was far too 

many to cut (Ld.). Bonaca stated that he told DeBarba he would need to consult with his 

managers in order to get their perspective on the cuts DeBarba was suggesting (id. at 65-66).  

10 Jeb DeLoach, Executive Assistant to NU's Chief Nuclear Officer, was then serving as 

DeBarba's Staff Assistant on reengineering initiatives for Nuclear Engineering.  

DeBarba actually contacted Bonaca twice about the department matrix scores. In the 

first instance, DeBarba questioned the matrix score for[ a well-known NU Y 1T..  

whistleblower. Bonaca admitted to DeBarba that the score had beenTevised upward at his 

suggestion because of\• involvement in protected activities (Exh. 56, at 51, 87-89). After' F_Z.._ 

DeBarba pointed out this was contrary to the direction they were given not to consider protected

activity in preparing matrix scores, Bonaca returned thel matrix toi " 

for reassessment, and it subsequently was returned with'the ohiginal, lower score (id. at 53-56, 

90-92).  

Ultimately, -became one of the five individuals whose name was put forward by ay -..  

the Nuclear Engineering Services managers for termination (Exh. 49, at 30). His name, 

however, was later pulled from the list of those to be terminated, although there is some dispute 

over whether this was done at the behest of DeBarba or his superior, Executive Vice President 

Opeka (Exh. 59, at 62-63).  

12 During his 01 interview, DeBarba stated that he did not recall providing names to 

Bonaca (Exh. 59, at 57). Based on Bonaca's recollection Bonaca, who recalled DeBarba 

reading the names of the employees from the bottom of the matrices (Exh. 56, at 59, .78), it is 

l likely that DeBarba provided Bonaca with the names of employees to be considered for 

termination from his division.  
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Thereafter, Bonaca contacted his managers (Exh. 56, at 71). In describing the 

substance of his discussion with Bonaca concerning staff cuts, Kupinski stated Bonaca told him 

to generate a list of employees for termination (Exh. 43, at 21-22). He also indicated Bonaca 

mentionedi as a candidate for termination based on his matrix score (id. at 22-23). .- .  

Guerci stated Bonaca called him and advised that DeBarba wanted to consider cuts in each 

department (Exh. 49, at 26). He also said that Bonaca gave him the names of two employees 

from his group who should be considered for termination in that "[t]hey were the individuals with 

the lowest [matrix] scores in the department" (id). was one of the names. Dube declared 

that Guerci, who was acting for Bonaca because he was splitting his time between his 

directorship responsibilities and reengineering activities, contacted him and identified 'ifor 

termination (Exh. 37, at 19). ,,vas the lowest ranked .. (id. _j).  

at 19-21, Exh. 9).  

In response to Bonaca's request, Kupinski went back to his four supervisors, including 

jand advised them that they were to recommend one or two individuals they felt were the £4 

lowest rated individuals who "could ultimately be thrown into a pool for workforce reduction 

considerations" (Exh. 43, at 26). Tne supervisors designated those employees, and according 

to Kupinski, he and the other three managers, who had similar lists from their divisions, met to 

identify the department employees who would be put forward for termination (id). Comparing 

the lowest rated individuals in their groups with the lowest rated individuals in the other groups, 

Nuclear Engineering Services Department managers went around the table and discussed 

each candidate and the impact of the candidate's loss on the organization (Exh. 42, at 46-47;
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Exh. 43, at 29-30). Based on those discussions, they identified eight employees for termination 

(Exh. 42, at 49).13 

The list of the lowest ranked employees was then provided to DeBarba, who met with 

his directors to discuss the employees identified (Exh. 56, at 74-75). Bonaca, who was in 

attendance at the meeting, described the process as fluid, with names being discussed and 

changed, including, at DeBarba's insistence, the addition of Bonaca's and DeBarba's 

to the list of possible terminations (Exh. 56, at 75-76). L't 'I..  

Following the meeting with the directors, Bonaca was contacted by DeBarba and told 

that[ DeBarba read to Bonaca the names of I jL.  

those employees from the bottom of the matrices who would be terminated. Among the 

employees identified, were' j(id. at 77-79). -L _ 

Ill. ANALYSIS 

It is clear from the foregoing that all allegers engaged in protected activities; that 

management officials were aware of that fact; and that their terminations constituted adverse 

action. We need not rehearse the evidence of those elements of our inquiry because we are 

persuaded that the fourth required eiement for a discrimination determination has not been 

established. More particularly, we believe the Task Force and 01 records provide insufficient 

support for a finding that the protected activities of one or more of the allegers influenced the 

termination decision. To the contrary, in our view, such a finding would rest on pure conjecture 

"3According to Guerci, of the eight nagmes provided to DeBarba, five were the names of .  

employees to be terminated, which includedl and three were P_. )C

additional possibilities (Exh. 49, at 29-30).  
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and, as such, would not survive the preponderance of the evidence test we consider applicable 

in these cases. 14 

A. Protected Activity/Adverse Action Causal Nexus 

As is typical in cases such as this, there is a total lack of direct evidence that might point 

in one direction or the other on the question whether the inclusion of these allegers on the list of 

102 employees slated for termination had a discriminatory foundation. That being so, the 

inquiry comes down to whether there is sufficient circumstantial evidence making it more 

probable than not that their protected activities played at least some role in that inclusion.  

In any reduction-in-force prompted by a perceived need to downsize the overall 

employee complement, the employer may properly take into account the relative capabilities 

and past performance of those individuals who might be considered for termination. In this 

instance, as detailed in Part I above, NU put into effect a comprehensive process for the 

evaluation and ranking on a matrix of employees subject to involuntary reduction.  

As matters turned out, the Task Force. and 01 did not have available to them, in the 

course of their inquiries, the matrices of the employees who were not among the 102 who were 

terminated. Thus, an inquiry into whether there was invidious disparate treatment of the 

individuals here invo!ved was effectively foreclosed bv NU's destruction of these records.1 s But 

the record does reflect that ali three of 'hem faired poorly in the evaluation process; indeed, 

they ranked at the bottom of their particular rating groups.  

14 As will be seen, in reaching this conclusion we have considered the differing results 

that were reached by the Task Force and an 01 investigator.  

'. It cannot be inferreýl on this record that an improper purpose undergirded the decision 

not to retain the approximately 3000 matrices of employees not involuntarily separated. That 

decision well could have been based on a belief that there was no cause to retain such a large 

bulk of material that seemingly had no further useful purpose.  
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The record further negates any suggestion that those rankings may have had a 

discriminatory underpinning. For one thing, no reason appears why the management officials -

the first and second level supervisors -- responsible for completing the matrices might have 

desired to provide these allegers with unjustifiable low evaluations in retaliation for their 

engagement in protected activities.' 6 More importantly, peers of allt linen confirmed the IE

existence of performance shortcomings that could easily justify the rankings that were given to 

them. ;and, additionally, there was some EYC 

doubt expressed as to the worth of his work product.  

the length of time he took in completing assignments. 6,/,q 

For his part, Was thought by peers to affect his ability to 

carry his share of the workload.  

Against this background, the question naturally arises: what evidence is there that might 

nonetheless cast doubt upon the legitimacy of the inclusion of the three allegers in the group 

ultimately selected for termination? Given that DeBarba apparently was the ultimate 

decisionmaker in that regard, the focus is appropriately on him. 7 

16 Among .the'l lallegers, the only sRecific suggestion of a discriminatory motive by a 

first or second level •upe,"vlsor was lodged byL ,who suggested that his " 

khad expressed a dislike fori .nd might have discriminated against in 

"[ ecause hewasa Exh. 5, at 25). As we explain below, however, in 

the context of this record we do not consider' .claims of discrimination 

based on their purported association with. pufficient to create an inference of retaliation.  

Relative to the first and second level supervisors, it is also worth noting that when their 

initial input into the matrixing process was completed and forwarded to Bonaca for his review, 

no one was "Xd" for termination.  

17 As the third level supervisor involved in the Nuclear Engineering Department 

workforce reduction process, Bonaca also is a potential source of anv discriminatory action 

against theF -llegers. As is evidenced by his actions regarding' Wura note 11), ¢ 
._ .. (continued...) 
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in the case of, DeBarba was a member of the committee of senior NU managers 

that ultimately rejecteo, 1performance appraisal. Standing 

alone, that involvement scarcely allows an inference of a retaliatory motivation. And there is no 

other evidence that might permit such an inference."8 

'whose involvement in 

protected activities may well have had been regarded by NU management (including DeBarba) 

as a substantial annoyance. But that fact, too, is not enough without more to support an 

inference of retaliation. Further in this connection, it does not appear that the association of 

these Jallegers with and his safety concerns was of such magnitude as to make it 

likely that DeBarba would have taken the association as a reason to get rid of them.  

That all! allegers ended up on the list of the forty-three employees who received _.L.  

the so-called "added assurance" review also does not assist their claims. Presence on that list 

assured neither termination nor retention. According to information supplied by NU to the 

Office of the Inspector General at the latter's request during its 1998 inquiry into the 

investigative and enforcement processes followed in connection with this case, nineteen of the 

forty-three individuals on 'te "aodec assurance" list were eventually removed from the list of 

persons to be terminated, althou.n none as the result of that review. 1S 

17( ... continued) 

however, his central concern appeared to be avoiding, rather than precipitating, any protected 

activity-related problems.  

18 Bonaca also indicated he was involved in'. !which convinced him that 

was not a good performer" (Exh. 56, at 96). 

'• Other information supplied by NU to the OIG revealed the following: Of the more than 

90 employees who raised safety concerns with either the Employee Concerns Program or its 

equivalent predecessor at Millstone from January 1990 to January 1996, five were included in 
(continued...)
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B. Millstone Tas'F.'orce/0I Investigator Concerns 

What remains for consideration are the concerns expressed by (1) the Task Force'in its 

October 2, 1996 report; and (2) the 01 investigator with principal responsibility for this case in 

his December 10, 1997 memorandum to the Office of Enforcement (OE) (Dec. 10, 1997 

Memorandum from Dan Gietl, 01, to Mike Stein, OE [hereinafter 01 Investigator Memo]). On 

analysis, those concerns do not alter our appraisal of the record before us.  

1. Workforce Reduction Process 

The Task Force was critical of some aspects of the NU workforce reduction process 

(Task Force Report at 23-29, 40) . We need not dwell at length upon those criticisms. Suffice 

it to say that, to the extent meritorious, none of them will further a conclusion that these 

allegers' inclusion in the redu.c. on-, .--orc, was driven at least in part by their protected 

activities.  

It is, of course, true that, as the Task Force emphasized, the subjective judgments were 

involved in evaluating and ranking employees as an integral part of the workforce reduction 

process. Such is inevitably the case wnere an appraisal of capabilities and performance is 

undertaken. There is. however, a total lack of a record foundation for a conclusion that the 

supervisors who ranked them took advantage of the subjective nature of the appraisal 

components to downgrade unfairly the allegers' value to the organization. Once again, that 

these individuals turned up at the botilom of the ranking order could be attributed to 

shortcomings which not only the supervisors, but also peers, had noted.  

•9..'.continued) 

the 1996 layoffs. Of the five, three were among the individuals on the list for "added assurance" 

review. in addition, two employees whose names appeared on both the Employee Concerns 

Program and "added assurance" lists were not laid off.
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2. Backfilling/Down"gl4"g Safety Implications 

In his December 10, 1997 memorandum to OE, the O investigator found that the scope 

of the NU downsizing, which at one point included the possibility of backfilling vacated positions 

with new employees, made the whole purpose suspect and open for abuse. In this context, the 

O investigator also stated that it did not appear NU addressed the question of how many 

layoffs could be made before plant safety was impacted and described this as an additional 

indication of a desire by NU management to rid themselves of employees they did not want, 

including employees who had engaged in protected activity (01 Investigator Memo at 1-3).  

Similar concerns were expressed by the Task Force (Task Force Report at 32-33, 39-41).  

Though there is evidence NU management originally may have intended to backfill 

some positions vacated by employees who had either retired or were terminated, the backfilling 

plans were abandoned when NU counsel advised that it would be inappropriate to backfill 

positions reduced through a downstzing (Exh. 61, at 16). NU supervisory officials, including 

DeBarba, clearly were aware of this fact when final termination selections were made (Exl'•. 59, 

at 39-40). The possibility of backfilling thus was not a factor in those selections. What is left 

.then, is to determine how the aborted possibility of backfilling provides evidence supporting a 
•~ ~ lees Thi iss a unbl t n-ne.  

finding of discrimination relative to thes- allegers. This is a connection we are unable to 

make.  

By utilizing an evaluation process for individual employees that relied heavily (and quite 

properly) on job performance factors, it was inevitable that, if the process was carried out 

appropriately, the poorer performers would be identified at the bottom of the matrix, thereby 

making them subject to termination. NU managers themselves noted this, stating that the 

purpose of its workforce reduction program was to terminate those employees who would be of 
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little value to the organization (Exh¶. 56, at 33; Exh. 57, at 42, 46; Exh. 58, at 19, 46), a distinct 

possibility with an e'rployee who is a poor performer. Nonetheless, whether the original 

suggestion to use backfriffng was evidence of the improper use of a reduction in force to 

achieve "for cause" terminations, as the 01 investigator (and the Task Force) seemed to 

conclude,20 it is not evidence that the employees involved were being targeted for elimination 

because of protected activity, the harm about which the NRC is concerned.  

So too, the 01 investigator's conclusion that discriminatory intent can be inferred from 

the fact that it did not appear NU management had addressed the question of how many layoffs 

could be made before plant safety was impated is misplaced. This statement appears just 

after a discussion of the use of the workforce reduction to achieve more efficient, albeit safe, 

facility operation, in which it was noted by the 01 investigator that "the safety factor was a 

consideration of all the individuals inter.'-Vewed particularly OPEKA, [Robert] BUSCH, 

[President, NU Energy Resources Group], and DEBARBA" (01 Investigator Memo at 2).  

Clearly, this latter statement was supported by these individuals' testimony, in which they 

described a process by which func:`onal areas were identified so as to achieve improved 

operations through implementation of best industry practices, thereby allowing more efficient 

but safe operation (Exh. 60, at 8-9: Exh. 61, at 9; Exh. 58, at 11). This also is consistent with 

the documentation NU prepared for briefing its managers and supervisors on the workforce 

20 In both the 01 investigator's memorandum and the Task Force report it was 

suggested that NU's original intent to use backfilling and the fact.that, once backfilling was 

abandoned, some managers,, including DeBarba, changed their termination lists was-evidence, 

that the entire process was not intended as a reduction in force, but rather an attempt to 

eliminate unwanted employees without regard to critical personnel needs or safety 

considerations (01 Investigator Memo at 2-3; Task Force Report at 25-29)..  
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reduction process which highlighted safety as a primary consideration (Task Force Report, 

Attachment 7).  

In fact, although framed in terms of "safety," the 01 investigator's ultimate concern 

seemed to be what he found was DeBarba's failure to justify going beyond the original "target" 

number of seven reductions, to mandate four terminations even in the face of sixteen positions 

vacated through voluntary retirements and unfilled positions (01 Investigator Memo at 2). As 

with backfilling, however, we are unable to perceive that this action, alone or in concert with 

other management activities, suggests discriminatory intent. Assuming that the target number 

was seven and it was exceeded as the investigator asserts,2 1 there is nothing that indicates 

DeBarba's action in requiring terminations beyond this number was rooted in any 

discriminatory intent. As the evidence indicates, with one exception (which we discuss in 

section 1l1.B.4 below), he identified the individuals with the lowest matrix scores in each of 

the four departments (Exh. 56, at 59). There is nothing to suggest that an improper factor 

other than the facially neutral matrix scores was the impetus for his action.  

Finally, to the degree safe operation was a concern, with respect to the final 

determination regarding the four ind~vidua!s who were slated for termination -- one from each of 

the four departments -- the managers of the departments were asked to identify the lowest 

rated individuals in their respective departments. In determining who those individuals were, 

the managers considered those employees they could best do without, i.e., which potential 

21 In addition to testimony from NU officials, including DeBarba, which suggested that, 

within the broad goal of eliminating 250 employees, the target for any one group was flexible 

(Exh. 48, at 9, Exh. 58, at 25, 45), there is also DeBarba's testimony that he understood that 

unfilled vacancies could not be used to meet target goals (Exh. 57, at .48-49). The latter 

interpretation is borne out by the fact that by reason of the voluntary retirement process, 144 

NU employees accepted early retirements, requiring 106 involuntary separations to reach the 

goal of 250 (Exh. 27). As has been noted, 102 employees eventually were terminated.  
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terminations would have the least irnpatc on performance in their department (Exh. 41, 

at 11-12; Exh. 42, at 47, 49-50; Exh. 43, at 28; Exh. 48, at 19).22 The four managers, based on 

input from first-level supiVsors, made feflecting this consideration - 3

(Exh. 42, at 49; Exh. 49, at 27). Jwere 

subsequently made part of the final termination pool of 102.23 Again, we are unable to discern 

any evidence that supports an inference of section 50.7 discrimination.  

3. Li _Association • \$ 

We have already addressed the issue of whether there is a record basis for a finding, as 

the Of investigator would have it, that DeBarba "singled" outi -1for termination 

because of 1` (01 Investigator Memo at 3). None of the F 1L

factors to which the investigator ..... would raise such a finding above the level of rank 

2 The 01 investigator suggests that a conflict in testimony between Bonaca and 

DeBarba over whether Bonaca ever toid DeBarba he did not want cuts is another factor in 

concluding there was discriminatory intent on the part of DeBarba (01 Investigator Memo at 5).  

We see no such connection. As Bonaca's testimony makes clear, he protested that the eight 

suggested layoffs were excessive and insisted that he be able to get feedback from his 

managers on possible performance impacts re!ative to each of the eight individuals suggested 

by DeBarba (Exh. 56, at 65). As we note below, this was done, and the input was provided to 

DeBarba, who apparently considered it in arriving at the final termination figure of four (see 

supra note 23 and accompanying text).  

23 The other person terminated,- indicated when questioned by 01 that 

L was not involved in safety-related matters so that section 50.7 discrimination could not have E. " P-.  

bee'n the cause ot, termination (Exh. 55, at 41). As we have already indicated, the fifth 

individual recommendedf_ ,was removed from consideration by NU management, X,...  
apparently because of concerns related to involvement in safety-related matters (up-ra 

note 11). Although the 01 investigator suggests that inconsistencies concerning DeBarba's 

testimony about the removal of'- - om consideration for termination provide further E'- C.  

support for a finding of discrimination regarding 1(Ol Investigator F_ .-..  

Memo at 5-6), in the totality of the circumstances we are unable to reach such a conclusion.
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speculation.24 To repeat, it simply does not follow from the fact that DeBarba might have known 

both of[.. protected .activities and of these allegers' association with him that DeBarba's 

termination decision likely was influenced by that association.  

4. Comparison of- -- 't 

The 01 investigator also suggested that questions about DeBarba's intent arise when his 

statements that he wanted to remove the lowest rated employees are contrasted with the fact 

that, Kupinski had lower scores than Sy-4C_ 

SO! Investigator Memo at 4-5). In reaching this conclusion, the investigator seemingly E. C 

failed to take into account the fact that the,.. olved disciplines and 

undertakings entirely different from those relevant to the other three groups:! r 

-Exh. 26, at 4). •.•d_ 

As Kupinski observed, in determining which of the eight low-ranked employees in his 

organization should be identified for termination, he looked beyond the matrix evaluation. In 

addition, he inquired into the value of the particular function and effort of the group in which the 

individual was employed, as well as into the impact on the group of a loss of that individual 

(Exh. 42, at 54).  

Clearly, his conclusion that termination would have minimal impact on the El.c.  

functioning of his cannot be regarded as suspect given the -Y.ic.  

24 The 01 investigator usesi Itermination to buttress his argument that DeBarba was G.Y--, 

intent on using the workforce reduction process to eliminate individuals he did not want, citing a 

DeBarba comment that, based on his experience withl, during the grievance process,i,__ i Ey-"
was not the type of person that belonged at Millstone because( (0I 

Investigator Memo at 7), a comment that could not be located in DeBarba's transcript of 

interview with 01. Like the Task Force, however, he apparently did not reach the conclusion 

that r 

SENSITIVE ALLEGATION INFORMATION -- DO NOT DISCLOSE
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assessment of his performance by his first-level supervisor and peers alike. Nor is there 

anything in the O0 record that might counter Kupinski's apparent further conclusion that, while 

their matrix scores might have been slightly lower than that off the value of the' I T._ 

.employees to the discrete type of work that group performed made their 

retention of greater importance to the overall organization. In short, on the record at hand, all 

that has significance in the context of this concern of the O investigator is that no individual in a 

discipline akin to that possessed by' was retained notwithstanding a lower matrix score. 1W 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on all the foregoing, we find that we are unable to conclude that discrimination 

was a "contributing factor" in the terminations of i In so concluding, .tV.C 

we necessarily also find that, under a preponderance of the evidence standard, the staff would 

not have enjoyed a reasonable expectation of proving discrimination in this case.  

25 It appears from the material furnished by NU to the OIG in November 1998 that: 

respectively, and that 
While noting these tacts for the sake of completeness, we do not believe they serve 

either to sbpport or to refute an inference that their 1996 terminations were pretextual. That 

termination was not for cause but, rather, was part of a reduction-in-force. Moreover, some 27 

of the laid-off employees subsequently,
and there is nothing before us that might indicate that the reasons'that led to the inclusion of 

in the reduction-in-force would have precluded their satisfactory performance E hf-
in the positions--t which they were. assigned upon reemployment. On the other hand, the mere 

fact of reemployment does not compel an inference that protected activity did not play any part 

in their being included in the reduction-in-force.  

SENSITIVE ALLEGATION INFORMATION -- DO NOT DISCLOSE



ATTACHMENT 4 

CASE NUMBER 1-q7-007 

[ALLEGATIONS OF . •"y)

I. INTRODUCTION 

By August 2,1995 letter,- +as informed that, as of that date, his 

employment with Northeast Utilities System (NU) was being terminated "due to performance 

deficiencies and poor supervisory judgment" (Exh. 4).) At the time, 'was employed by EVleL.  

NU in the capacity of Supervisor, Electrical Engineering, in the Engineering Services 

Department (ESD) for Unit 2 of the Millstone nuclear power facility. The letter was signed by 

. immediate superior,. Manager-Nuclear, Design Engineering for E)_X1 L 

Unit 2.  

As authorized by NU internal personnel policy and procedures,., - filed a grievance • t_.  

i0 which he asserted that his fermination was "unwarranted and unjust." The grievance was 

submitted to a committee consisting of three NU vice-presidents. In an undated decision 

(Exh. 9), the committee\ . . .  

IThe decision stated that the termination had been 

founded on management's belief that, 'had exhibited performance deficiencies and poor E•.'L 

supervisory judgment" with regard :* ar uno'yard incident that had.., a &,-1..  

month before the termination) in connection with Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) 

testing. It also found tha Pad not demonstrated "the supervisory skills necessary for his £_.--".  

position as a Supervisor." Nonetheless, the committee concluded that his deficiencies as a 

On the same date f . his termination b £'(-• 

without, according to him, a'ny statement of reasons 15eing provided (Exh. 12, at 13-14).  

.. .. .. ... . 'Exh. 12, at 24-25). " 
...................................... .......•"". .:.. . . . . . . ". . . ." . .." " ... .'^-• . . .i C L •-, •8 •d 

informatiortin this record was deleted 
in accordance with the Freedom of Information 
Act, exemnptions '76 , 

FOA. , ..
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supervisor had not been adequately communicated tolm-because cdrporate and E•,-, 

departmental guideiines had not been followed; in short, he had not been provided with an 

opportunity to demonstrate that he could improve his performance. It was for this reason that 

allegations before this Commission were the subject of an extensive 

investigation by its Office of Investigations (01) that produced a record containing a total of 50 

interview transcripts and documentary exhibits. As presented to 01, those allegations are: 

1. That his employment termination on August 2, 1995 was occasioned by the raising of 

safety concerns in connection with an Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) 

modification project to which his eiectrical engineering group had been assigned and, therefore, 

was in contravention of 10 C.F.R. § 50.7.  

2. That the statements in the arievance committee decision reflecting adversely upon 

his performance as a supervisor ccns:tuoec continuing retaliatory action on the part of the 

licensee.  

In the ensu;ng sections 3 this reoort., we deal first in Part II with the facts pertaining to 

each of the foregoing issues. On *-a: s:core, we a~e satisfiec.that the 01 record is sufficiently 

comprehensive with the consequence that no additional ',actual inquiry is required. In Part Ill, 

we turn to an analysis of the tacts and, in Part IV, we reach a conclusion on each issue. In 

sum, that conclusion is that_ termination was due, at least in part, to retaliation for a _ 

protected activity in which he had been engaged but the same cannot be said regarding the 

challenged content of the grievance committee decision.

.EM IT\' PLE3TQ~~ I IP ~' - "v-N
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I. BACKGROUND 

A. l III NU Employment History and Activities .. -L.  

1. Position and Performance 

'Until his termination in 1995, he worked in 

essentially electrical engineering positions, risinc tn.ou. týhe ranks unti! becoming a supervisor 

in the earsy 1980s.2 

Over the years that he worke- in a supervis.r" capac;:y at Mvflstone, he reported to 

several cfee, ma ra a c the last two of 

wh o. werel' 

(Exh. -s'. it was in all respects favorable and, in several 

resoects. hi-ohiv cmlmna 

more s.ec.icaa,, t..e ,.... aooears in the file compiled by the 01 investigator that 

was made ava;a.e to us: PRor to 
- where he was in 

. e....... wa ..... ... (In that regard, the tile 

indicates that those duties were assumed in 1982 rather than, as irecalled in his 1997r 0 

interview (Exh. 3, at 7), in 1983.) inj . ---.. . " .  

Vhat he oc~cupied at the time of his termination.  

In his 01 interview, however -"jwas somewhat critical of ieflecviveness as .Y 1 

a supervisor (Exh. 39. at 9-,O. 1.2). Itm.ght be noted t'hat .*u ,for only four 1 Q 

months[, (id. at 7). f..L 

r--TV "L~T0N lFRATIN D OTDSLS
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"was 

considerably less laudatory in that it included a needs improvement ("NI") rating in the category 

of "monitoring & controlling work progress" (Exh. 18).5 In addition, under a then newly-instituted 

Nuclear Incentive Performance Program (NIPI) employed to determine individual 1995 salary 

increases based upon the quality of 1994 performance. ,was ranked in[ 

the ýsupervisors in hNs rating group (Exh. 26, at 4). •(-C 

As previously noted,'.,. . employment was ter..inaTe. on August 2,1995 "due to 

performance oeficiencies and poor supervisory judgment".  

2. Re evan. e.... -- :- -. ESAS and AT,'VS Testino Projects 

As seen.=e v .., s terrm;nati: tc Drotecte' activity rests upon his f-\ .  
A s s e e r , . l e n . _ • • .i - ý : ý '- s h is... . . .  

asser1ion tha: ee raised safety, :cn.e-s ": -•e coorse of a proo.ect involving the Engineered 

Safeguards Act'vation System (ESAS!. "s a'so noted in the Introduction, the grievance 

committee decision reporled that the determination to separatei had rested, at least in 

part, on the beijef of NU managemen tat he "nad exhibited performance deficiencies and poor 

supervisory judgment" in connection with Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) testing.  

It should be noted, however, that, in an.,pril 22, 1994 memorandum to Unit 2 

managers and supervisors, Raymond P. Necci,, made clear his f-flC 

belief that the 1993 appraisals had not been stringent enough (Exh. 20).  

S ENSIIE ALGTO NGlATO -D ~TDSLS
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The underlying basis for theF •laim and the ATWS event leading to the management g ] 

asserted belief will be examined in turn.  

a. ESAS, As explained by3lthe Engineered Safeguards Actuation System is Y r)L, 

used to detect pipe breaks; "in other words, a nuclear accident." Upon sensing high 

containment pressure, it starts the safety injection pumps in order to cool down.the reactor 

(Exh. 12, at 28). In short, the ESAS clearly has an important safety function.  

In late 1993,1 

certain ESAS design deficiencies that had been previously identified, as well as of effecting 

desired improvements in the system (Exh. 12. at 29-30: cxh. 27, at 9). A year later, for reasons 

that are in some disDute. the Pro;ect apparentiy had not progressed on schedule.6 

Accord~i to• A'n the ESAS project it was 

known that a Unit 2 refueling outage nad been scheduled for November 1994 (Exh. 12, at 34).  

Despite the fac, that i, was a .Dr:ec: -- as +as being called upon ' .  

hne ESAS s~s:em -- the work had to be substantially completed when .  

the outaoe =om!.encec :.1d. a: 33.-31: The outage did take place on schedule, at which time, in 

.•vi~view. most of the oro:ems an- flaws had been ;dentified (although more might be 

discovered) and construction couid be started (id. at 36-37).  

I- was in this setting that. on November 16, 1994,\ jthat, the .  

prior day\: ishad come to his office and had issued a verbal • "g...

threat. Spec•ca!y, •,leced*y had stated that4 would be fired • 1L 

6 Whie• dat supervisory deficiencies were a major cause;l ,

any delay to been beyond their control (Exh. 12, at 28-36;Exh. 21, 

at 60-62; Exrl. 27, at 19-20).  

.SENSITIVE AlLEG.TO," INFORATION -- DO NOT DISC' iE-
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if they extended the refueling outage because of the implementation of the ESAS project 

(Exh. 12, at 26, 39-40; Exh. 21, at 54).  

Later on November 16, 
" " 

Raymond P. Necci, then the Director of Engineering for Unit 2 (Exh. 12, at 40-41). Although 

.recollection is that Necoi 
Necci insists that he EL ..  

responded to aj )E i bY stating that directors, but not "working-level I)L )C_,

people," might be held accountable for ESAS-type problems (Exh. 12, at 41-42; Exh. 23, at 39).  

In any event. apparently dissatisfied with the outcome of the meeting with Necci,0 t yxf, 

next immediately contacted Larry A. Chatfield, then the Director of the Nuclear 

Safety Conce...s Program (Exh. -2, a: 11-12). In that cacachy, Chatfield was responsible for 

actino as an o-ebuds-'a r concerns tiat were brouoht to him (4d.  

at 9-10). On the foliovwing day, N..emoe. 17. ChanLt•ei had a meeting with ..

..- id. at 12-17).  

On beha!a of th6 C-a:eid contacted Necci's immediate superior, Eric A. :: 

DeBarba. then NU Vice Pres• •Je for N.;.cIear Technical Services (id. at 18). Thereafter, 

DeBarba s:ooke tcl. nderstood DeBarba as 

providing assurance t-ath e wc-:. c '.red 'for a situation sucn as this" (Exh. 12, at 27; 

Exh. 31, at 20). This rnade•* eel "pretty good- (Exh. 12, at 28)..f::( '{P.  

Dea•-r'a a~sz met -, ari, .--A The latter informed DeBarba that it had not -4 -.  

been his int.nent to . - with termination. Rather, his comment had --.  

been in the context of his belief that the ESAS project was not proceeding satisfactorily and was 

meant to reflect his concern that there might be dire consequences for everyone associated 

with the project, from Necci on do.... it there were not improvement on that score (Exh. 27,
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at 30-34). recalled being counseled by DeBarba respecting the need to be careful in -.  

his choice of wods. It was ftibmpression that DeBarba thought that he had chosen Ey .  

"inappropriate" words in this instance (id. at 35). DeBarba confirmed that he had been of that 

view (Exh. 31, at 22).  

b. ATWS Testing. During the course of an Anticipated Transit Without Scram testing 

on July 4, 1995, errors on the part of the individuals conducting the operation caused ,L1C 

*n turn, produced unnecessary work 

for the Unit 2 reactor operators as well as the need to f1urnish a report to the NRC (Exh. 12, at 

61-70; Exh. 16). Although the testing was tner- mS 0i e lectrical engineering 

group.  
S;CV-7CL_ 

A rcot ca-se invest';La:il . "ej .icninate. in a report., issued on •Y 7.  

fi in which the untcvard ev-e' was atnributed tc a number of shortcomings on the 

Part oi anC Ce~a:I' One cý !ne centified shortcomings was the .'Wt....  
Dart. o ant ce~ai• ,.. " r' ''= =.•....-,,'ees. O e .  

'"" Iaiiure t: r -a- ea-e-e at t!e a ; r ate time" (Exh. 16, at 2).' E IL 

Eve- e . z:: cause rep:<.  

(Id.).  

-This wi, be discussed at greater length in connection wh the examination of the 

reasons assigned by management for holdlng accountable for the incident.
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The alluded to hisj .. _nd purported to confirm the substance of a meeting with E ".  

him on that date during which there was discussed "the poor judgment" he displayed that 

11-.- 73 Specifically, he was .

Notwithstanding the criticism of his ATWS testin1 performance, immediately afteq . E.L.  

was terminated on August 2. 9E,•.  

4(Exh. 12, at 86; Exh. 27, at, 68. Subsequently. :ae group, was split into two parts and, as of 

the time of nis 01 Inteview in AoK', I.  

...... on.. t..s,- (Exr.. 12, at 8--87: Exh. 22, at 7).8 

C. Management Expanatio, ofA l ermna ion .  

The August 2, 1 i-et*e a:,'.s•: of his " r. .nat.o" did not refer to any specific.  

examples of "prorm"ance c-- c a,-... -oors= •Jdmen." (Exh. 4). According 

to - " JI. was an underpinning of his - lb 

termination unti, some considerable time ate, he encountered the notation in the grievance 

committee dcoslon to :e effect .. a. .e management had acted on its belief that such 

deficiencies and poor supervisory judgment had been exhibited in connection with that testing.  

(Exh. 12, at 17).  

Thus, he had. beome a suDervisor
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1. Decisional Process.  

Given that
a substantial question 

arises as to the basis for the belief that Before turning toL 

that question, some exploration of the decisional process is warranted. Specifically, what role 

was played in that process by each of the three levels of supervision 

According to he did not recommend tha, be fired. His recollection was * 7 

that DeBarba had first raised the issue of" _termnation and that his response had been EiWD 

that any decision shouid await 
27. at 58). Thereafter, L

Necc& at horne and advised him that DeBarba desired to terminate, • .• F 

a' 5,9'! Padno furth.erý d~scussi3ns De~arta on. the subJect but it was his E• 7 

impression tha* DeBarba a•.i Ne•co. were addressing itt 0f2.,w•.ng

Ultimateiy, Necc: notified, týa: ý",ad been decided to terninate,. (i.). (E•7L

For his art, 
-.he informed DeBarba of EN, -x-.  

r. -..' 
. .. _ _. _ _.-_ _.-,-,,-,--,-,,-,_ 

_ _ _ _ __-_.  

his decision to rarnovs- s s CoerV:50fly pos...o. al'-To- h he had not yet decided -r. _

where to place n~m rExh. 23. a, -- 5D!. He understood DeBarba's esponse to be to the effect 

that NU was in *he_ crcess of ac a raew accountability philosophy that called for the 

dismissal oi employees or) the maagement leve (including supervisors) whose performance 

on that level was deficient (id. at 50-51). Necci took this new philosophy as provided to him by 

DeBarba and cnaracterized as one o "n more ,aiien angels, as compelling the termination of 

g of the perceived deficiencies of his performance as a supervisor (Exh. 37, 

CCNlTIE ''---.IO ,I,-r,,-,,,^',-" __ DC tACT DISCL•°c"E
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at 10-11). His subsequent actions towards effecting the termination were apparently based 

upon this understanding.  

DeBarba confirmed the existence of the new accountability philosophy in these terms: 

"very senior levels of the organization had indicated that we were no longer going to place 

people who were not cutting it in supervisory jobs into staff positions or lower-level positions, 

that if they could not perform adequately in their positions, then we would release them" 

(Exh, 31, at 34). Pointing to the fact-thatr 1and Necci had concluded that.. --- ' EY "7 

performance in his supervisory position was unsatisfactory. DeBarba implicitly, if not explicitly, 

placed the termination of his emplovrnent at their doorsteps (id. at 33, 35).  

2.  

readiiv ackn ...... -. . and, ( JC....  

therefore. d: -3t "nave a-%,,, effez.. zjzz;me. epstv, or negative (Exh. 27, at 39).  

Ra,-•. " he t.bt•',. .,.,• . S: eve.. !3 vha: he character•zIed as "arrogant 

Rah r e t•ue - . ... .. ...- ":-'"-: ..... l.  
behavior" on the part ofi ... .  

'id.) That beh.avior. view as also reflected in the root cause Ft c.
investigato- repZr, was *:a![ure to irvo~ve the Plant Ooerations Review Ey -)e 

Committee (POR) when he a roblem, a failure attributed by udigalto a belief I Q..-..  

on1. part that the PORO .,;ou;d not "'end any credibie review" (id). E 'L.  

te•-i "a h "ad approved i decision putting
fI'ihe r a k nwe.i-e d.. noD .. 'Y 

....... "despite the fact tha.. .had exhibited that kind of behavior Ey "i_.  

previously and other kinds of behavior that were, perhaps what I would say is undesi-rable and 

needed correction by supervision" (i. at 39, 41). As) .

....-...... A
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This was apparently so notwithstanding prior arrogant behavior, which did not involve, U. L

however, the deliberate withholding of important information from key personnel (id. at 43).  

In response to a question as to what SYJ---

offered two words: "Quash it" (id.  

at 44). He readily conceded that, although he had observed such behavior himself, he had 

done nothing to coach or to counsel that function he seemingly deemed to be rY- 

appropriately performed by the (id. at 44-45). -

In a nutshell 'responsi:)e Tor Ns people's behavior" and, thus, E.•-1C 

accountable fora' unacceptao'e oehavior in connecicn' O"- at 4-6).  

This was sa ever thougn -e ra,.. n 3 c. sc. ...... ;. . ' e.. .a..  

withhe~d informat:cn from Key cerscyne an-c c rio .,c,' -nerne, a,.' such conduct had come 

t at*.=-, : -,.  

I n h7' . vf -Y 1e ve:na ca i n of command being g -. it.  
nnhsreyc •,,,= :.. •. . ,e.. e'.' '•, a: 

responsible f-r wa,,a-a trarnsci'es on :enex:.iwer level id. at 47)? Thus .WO termination E L

for poor supervisor-y iud e•.- !)..be a-ttin ued to the fact that he had the opportunity to 

influence -"- " t. e - :e .. -"-ec anz -a- c dzme sc (d. at 4-0).  

Necc:sv,."e< 'did not differ --- L 

material!y from na: cl .as reflecting a 17y i.C_ 

lack of. .eade-sn'cr on 3ant iExh. 23. at 45-48). .-_1 

- Whiie he had not been ,erszonally disciplined for 'the untoward' 

(Exh. 27, at 48).  

This reassignmen: -- ,nch aparentrit involved a derno-Jon -might, of coure, have been 

inconsistent with the no fallez anels" h,,,ilosophy if that philosophy were still in effect at the 

time.

3EN3ITIVE ALLE�ATlON NFK�-��vA 1�r� �
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3. Other Considerations Assigned for Termination EyL 

Although the grievance committee decision focused on the management's belief that 

had exhibited performance deficiencies and poor supervisory judgment in connection 1

with .Necci expressed the opinion that his supervisory I-YL_ 

shortcomings had been revealed in other contexts as well. Necci pointed to the previously 

mentioned low ranking :performance in the newly- Ey -_.  

instituted Nuclear Incentive Performance Program (NIPI) that determined 1995 salary increases 

(Exh. 23, at 64-66). More genera!ly, he characterized -termination as the culmination of EV-i.  

a number of years of dealing witn h;m as a supervisor. Neoccs words, "was looked at..  

as someone who was finding it very difficult to be pan or h:e management team, and this goes 

back as earny as the firs- ca- oq 1 "994' . _ 

in •ý:'s ca.n ... . .. c Neo _ :sm:sse•mC.. • :: J .be.n.t, rm nated. , . i - _ 

s.ohav ee a--,av n.s -eno-rmance as a supervisor.  
sn...,,d have beer afforoe-, a- 3 -1_ ---D•"* ::',y• t o .. ..D 

Although not '- sp"•:: ae -en. :ýzz r-, ranagemernt accountabiiity wouid not 

have precluded resort to that otiion, ec' had conoýuded tra o!acing on a' 

-=Exn. 37. a: i- 2). As Ne"cir 

put il. a w:)o, id have ,e'" i' a s•oen- so-y roie arid tJ '.-;as ciear that he 'Nwas not L 

quaified to te a sjoer'.s. •-. a:eo:oa La a-n .- w-3- a eadershi,- sanopoint" (id.  

at 12). Nec added. tat, even ,h....h no: documented in ..,the NU performance improvement 

program, for over a year a "fair amount of time" had been devoted to working with ... on his 

perceived deficenc,-s andr.... had oc:ten to a point wnere we jst couldn't atford him to be a 

supervisor anymore (id. a: 12-13).

SENSITIVE ALLEGATION INFORMATION -- DO NOT DISCLOSE
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-.noted his dissatisfaction withF Jwhich FY§)C._ 

he attributed largely to the latter's weakness in the monitoring and control of work in progress 

(as earlier noted, this was the category in which. _,had received a "needs improvemenr cE-'ý ic 

C(Exh. 27, at 18-20). That deficiency, in, , 

had not been confined to the ESAS project but was".a "Common theme" (id. at 22). - •L, 

D. Disparate Treatment 

As seen, DeBarba's decision to terminate' lemployment was said to be based on _.1 3'C..  

a newly-formulated management philosophy calling for the removal, rather than simply the 

demotion, of employees whose performance in a suoervsory capacity was found wanting. That 

such a philosophy in fact was in place was confirmed by Robert E. Busch, at the time the NU 

Chief Financial Officer. •e'-;", to it in terms of "nro fa'len ange!s," he explained that it had 

been instituted sretime ;n 19-94 ar' a..ourd to tnis: f a-: empioyee in a management 

position did not "erorm uc to expec:atio."s," ne o. sne ",'Jii! no longer be permitted to step 

down into a lower position- (Exn. 32. a: 27-31).  

Nonetheless, the O inves.,oa,'on turned u2 !apparent departures from the "no fallen EO."}

angels" philosophy subseouen: c- its ao..pti.n. .were 

determined to be deftherl in tne )erf.-mance of their sý.pervsory functions and, yet, •were 

allowed to assume a lower non-supervisory position. ° 

organization headed by F*-- L 

Necci. His immediate manager superior, however, was not, 

10 The 01 record does not disclose whether4,-.WE w o, these employees had voiced 

safety concerns prior to their demotion in lieu of discharge., 

~ENITIE ALEGTIO IFORATIN D NO DICLSE
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(Exh. 40, at 7-10).  

In common with1-- was regarded by both Necci and his immediate superior £-]_

as not carrying out his supervisory functions satisfactorily. According to Necci, the feedback 

from plant management was to the effect that 'some of the areas thatf " was responsible .VA ..  

for were just not getting it done. He was more of an, than he was a supervisor" £- JeL.  

(Exh. 23, at 53). ""really was not good at I X.  

delegating work, following up on work. He was more a better worker himself' (Exh. 40, at 10).  

This evaluation was fully reflected inl. "

and endorsed by Necon (Exh. 1 .he aooraisal con'ained three "needs 

improvement" at;--s (On cont-ast o tne Ine suchr .. .'.. to 

as v.wi as ::-vs camr'e-.: a :z~ v.35as y3 e'enCC tion, holding peop!e "i.  

acc: n:•na ...e , ant .m :'v ".3 ('i). • 

A .tes :m noted that!7 was "an Y ' 

extremeiy valuable asse: to e . wnen utiiized a, the technical level" and that he had 

"recently dec',ce .
for" . . . .  

which he was `m.;c-, o s..:ez -s rerd. ook note of a number of perceived -C.  
w h i h e a s " m ~ h e t e r s • . e c ' t s s s e -e x e l e n . . . .  

attributes: x l n o rational knowledge"; •. .

worked 'extrem~eiy well,;. otners" ,-,as c.stom•er orientated"; and had a positive "can do" 

attitude (id).  

His 01 interview reilects thatWlbwas very anxious to retai'l.,00 in a non-supervisory .  

position not"withstanding the ne, , no falien ange!s" management philosophy (Exh. 40, 

at 10-11). In J .scu-ssons Ne.c.. 'ne c ...mnicated that des, re (id. at 11 . It was apparently 

: - _S TI _E "ALL~ ~ N I FRTIION- ,^ -, --, __ N.,, OT ........
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suggestion, with Necci's concurrence, that' 

id. at 12-13; Exh. 23, at 53).", Necci would not speculate as to whether, upon request, 

would have received a similar opportunity to take a demotion in lieu of either termination 

ora (Exh. 23, at 54),2 •2.i 

2.  

*(Exh. 42, at 1!). The operating license for the Haddam 

Neck fac'.,y was held by the Cnn ec: c~t, Yankee Acfl:c P:.wer Ccmoai CY) rather *than by 

Northeast Utiiities' Northeast Nujcear E•eg.', Ccmcavy (,r~e ncer of the MWistone operating 

licenses.. Nonetn&Ce=ess. there see.'s tc h.ave been a ve\ ci:se c-c inec.tion between the to 
•., - ,-v , a nd 'eformance 

comDa!.es ar NU oce-es ,,er a- C 7.= on and ocriorman.e 

appraisa;-, t e issues (Exh 42. a: , ---. -' 

... a e , 'n September 5, 1995,. .. a relieved of 
S. .... .as :•em:"ý.ed• , on 

've o 

his suceN.vscv' ..... an asso7--a,:::a: ecln;.ca sac'n ,Exh. 43). T'ns action waas 

expressly take- bv Wa; a-s "a oes• '. :' :'e-'c mance oef.cec5 -. 4- bxhibited as a E iQ.  

:.. or: i:s execjtlon, Waig nac dscussed P',I IC..  

Ne=i exoressed uncertainty as tc whether the "no fallen angels" philosophy was in 

effect.at-the.time ."(Exh..23, at 54-55). But, /CY 

Riley recalled that his discussion with Necci regarding his desire to retain.liwas in the 9ý -]._ 

context of that phi'osophy (Exn. 40, a: 1)1. This squares with Busch's re.collection that the 

philosophy surfaced in 1994.  

"VInsofar as the 01 recor.t re'..ec',s. DeBarba was no! involved in the decision to aliow
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phortcomings as a supervisor and the demotion, with his own supervisor. He also E 

contacted Millstone human resources peionnel to determine whether the Would be FY.

consistent with company policy (Exh. 42, at 32-33).  

When asked why he had -ýjhim, Waig pointed out 

that "outside of his supervisory capabilities,, was a good employee" (id. at 34). He 5/ -IL, 

went on t6 note that considerable time and effort had been invested in training him, that he had 

done very well as a." 

When asked about the "no , ale.. angeis Philosophy Waig stated 

that he had no' been aware of it (id. at 40).  

P. The -•evance Committee 

Th e tn, he e members of the a,;,evr•a n" e co mm;ttee ".Th at ""r e -termination c 

wee:Fran:.S ej-e W. Noyes - Vice 

P.r--siden,- BusýIess P.-a'y" a-. P. Sabat;no - Vtce President Wholesale Marketing.  

Each was inte,.ew. 'as3-- . e Ohives: 

As see.- 
- -had 

attribue S . .. t " y. tc a -2.ce-e, e f e' tat ,e are a x exýe' c ,-,cmance 

deficiencies arno oor su ,_.erv:s . .F -.. Exh.)..  

Nonethe;ess, a-corong K : nne rie ....mtee had ccncl.uec that had been 

terminated "fot cccr su:er;Ksc - sk~s. .r, c. orne inc:dent, b overall, over time" (Exh. 47, 

at 11). Additionally, Kinney had no recollection of the alleged I threat being raised by _ -1_ 

the committee in the questioning of DeBarba and Necci (Id. at 12). 3 Indeed, as Kinney saw it, 

Because a scheduling con•l' did no, appear before the committee 2Th 

(Exh. 49, at 16-17).  

SFNSTI\E ALE~K~N INORMATIO DONOT DISLO1
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there was little need to focus on the threat because- had brought his concern to DeBarba I-A )L' 

and apparently it was "reconciled" by DeBarba's assurance. would not be fired -LVIL 

Si(id. at*9). fN- V R 

Noyes' recollection coincided with that of Kinney in that he had been convinced that the 

basis for the termination was .'overall supervisory capabilities" -- i.e., he was not -CIY1.•" 

"specifically fired for an event that occurred (Exh. 48, at 24). Insofar _ 

as the alleged threat was concerned, Nayes thought that it had been handled when[f, " eY JU 

brought it to the attention of DeBarba; that it had then become a resolved issue; and that it had 

not come back "to haunt" later on (id.) d

According to Sabatino, tne management testimony put before the committee -

apparently presented iargely by Necci -- disciosed a cat-ern of poor supervision, and poor 

superviso •, orm ".:. : evy! x' - 2-23•. As Sabat'no saw it. the 

ATWS event was "sort of tqe sa.,r t- -: broke tne camelI's back" (id. at 33). In that regard, he 

noted that, after alluding to :ha: e,.e':. e c rommiztee s cecision had stated that its 

"investioation a!so reveaied th at d,"i nct demonstrate tne supervisory skills necessary i.- Q.

for his position as suoervisor* _: 'Ex. Ex ,.  

F. The C0o',.;nung Reta.atc:.  
jdid not exoect that the memcers of the grievance committee, who he 1-' 

characterized as "'good, honest mern' would put in writing that he had been retaliated against 

for raising a safety concern (Exh. 12, at 87-88). Although he was persuaded that such 

- ~ Necci did not recall having referred in his committee testimony specifically to a belief 

thatto a been terminated because he had exhibited performance deficiencies and poor 

sUE , -jd eW (Exh. 23, at 6 0). ..... I...-.  
su e-, judgmen Ui .. .L ... " 

demonstrated lack of supervisory capability F.4.-jC_ 

(id. at 60-61).  

SENSITIVE ALLGUAI UI' iiiFOUMIATIQN --4O i i/ I IDSCLOSE
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retaliation had occurred, he could understand the reasons for their reluctance to expose their 

employer to possible "future lawsuits and NRC prosecution and all that" (id. at 88). But he was 

surprised-by the references in the committee decision to supervisory deficiencies -- he had 

thought that the decision would be kept "general and neutral" and he believed that those 

references would serve to cloud his future (id. at 88-89, 93-94).  

Specifically, although. 
.he 

regarded the reference in the decision to supervisory performance deficiencies as a message 

(when taken in conjunction with his ' that he was"no 

longer capab!e of being in a supervisory position" (j. at 24), Observing "there's a big 

difference there," ne opined that t-he reference would prove a hindrance were he ever to seek 

other emo-ovmren (id.).  

so :c,".r 1,%e":. W..--7rme'. .- e "mjan Resources Dvrestor for the NU Energy 

Resources "r.... when he me: w, . rev*Kew the grievance committee decisionm~' l 4 .L.  

"did not comment negatively, or ob~ec: ^" he professed surprise at the mention of the 

,hche d,= ,c- no: -- ev n:' c . een an issue n- n:s arievance (Exh. 50. at 44, 46). ".y i,.  

Romer a!so as-nessed t-e ma::er 7-1 ex:-reszsed des;re to have the communication {-I

advisino him .s resno ati .es to as .... ' "-": :aflO :

................................ ..-. .,hathad led to his C\I X.

termination (id. a' 32-34). After citih the !eoal olle .. Romer subsequently informed 

"termination(id awith-3)' After cc 

4..could not go into such an issue and that the grievance committee ).e ,.  

decision was the document that reflected the outcome of the grievance process (id. at 34, 

42-44). It was in that context that the Iwo men reviewed the decision (id. at 43-44).

GEN&ll ~ ALCTO IM 'frLAIN - O NT DCL
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III. ANALYSIS 

Against the foregoing factual background. we turn to an analysis ofi .  

\(1) that his termination was the result of his engaging in protected activity (i.e., 

raising a safety concern); and (2) that a portion of the content of the grievance committee's 

decision 
....  

"allegations will be considered seriatim.  

A. _Termination 

In Passing judgment or_ first a!'eýatin it oh the setle principles • ".  

governing this kind of inquiry, "hese ^ estions a-e z-asented: (1) did.....-" in a 

protected activity that was sufficiently c.rcximate in time to his termination (the asserted 

re'tai~atc' ;actiz -: 2) were tnie ma-na :erýe' . a res-D.-,.sics,;e for the termination decision 

a a o..t.'.eeca ; . . .; :!-mnat-41 constitute adverse action; and (4) .,L -J aware of the_:r,. ,= . a ,,.,S .

was the termination decisi. n e:c o t!,e -'iecir'ate business reasons assigned for it 

or. rather, didit rest, - on a ourose to retalate against or having RVC..  

engaged in a proicted aclv.:y.  
P ^.- e,.-4 A c 

Becaus,- u t..-... ,,- n:s -ismissal to his action in ..  

.1e question o4 f x-se ,,e of a protected activity comes down to whether £"/iC._ 

that action so cualifies. The a..s..er must be in the affirmative.  

As 

were in effect being told: finish the ESAS project 

before the scheduled conciusion of tne Unit 2 refueling outage or be fired. Under this 

CE3TIEAlLG,ATI PNZMTO~D O iCO
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interpretationf . were implicitly, if not explicitly, being invited -- indeed ,y- X-_, 

strongly encouraged -- to cut corners in the modification of a system that beyond cavil had 

safety implications,.' 

It is of no present moment whether. correctly read the .tatement. It is E-'1, 

enough that he had a good faith belief that he was being pressured to complete the project by a 

certain time no matter what intended modifications in the interest of the proper functioning of 

the ESAS might be left unaccomplished. On that score, even if accepted, the explanation of 

the perceived threat given by to DeBarba scarcely alters matters. For, according to •"Vt...  

that explanation, the intended thrust of the message was that the careers of everyone 

associated with the ESAS proiect -- from Necci on gown to an including "i-- might be 

in jeopardy if the pro:ject did not oroceed more expe:t;o-sly. Had he so interpreted it,V.. f-\j. 

still would hav -; reason .c .e....e ef"ec: .- •o- h: s NU career should the need 

to comolere safer ' m::.; ýca- .s ex:e--: t'.e ESAS oroiect beyond the scheduled date 

for resumption of Unit 2 ooera!o',.. T- s seemsoy was recognized by DeBarba in admonishing 

" or a Poo" choice oi words. .  

. : s - e.-.-- a ', re ,orig t pe oerceived threat to higher 

au p.. :qnc ,pa!'• , cb ,ersonal rather than safety, .V--L 
authority,"• 

,,tja Ce:h 
v e r m : . .- ....- • J • 

concerns. irrespectve of w..nat his oDrcse mIght have oeen, the fact remains that, as he 

"5 WSWWdoes not, appear to have understood theiMl.lp message as meaning simply E*,-IC' 

that. to avoid dicharge, I '---had to ensure that the entire ESAS project was EVIc.  

satisfactorily concluded by the stated deaedline; i.e., that Il had to work more efficiently so E6 yc.  
k~ tae"noaconUi 

2 could returnooprtino 

that, with all safety .considerations taken into account, Unt 2icou'byreturn to operation on 

sched0le. Nor does the explanation of the asserted threat given by..t DeBarba E7' 

suggest such an intended meaning.  

""- EN SITIVE ,- L-E.G, TIO, .,-F ... ........-....... IS LO
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understood it, th4 statement had definite safety implications. As such, in bringing it to EI 

light, jwas engaging in a protected activity."6  V:. -IC 

2. Management Awareness 

individuals --, were instrumental in effecting E,2C

itermination. All were fully aware of the protected activity. See supra -iC.  

pp. 5-7, 9-10.  

3. Adverse Action 

There is no question, of course, that the termination of .. employment constituted E'C..  

an adverse action.  

4. Protected ActiwvtY'Adverse Action Causa Nexus 

In lioht of t:e foreooing. the pivotal: .ss.,e becomes whether the decision to terminate 

re e:-e s. e ceie • sness ...o .c ather, was influenced by E. ,icj 

protectec acuilv. r-or n'.s a.a,-. .... •m ,.raintains the reopo ,ting of the perceived E _ 

threat was at "he root term~na: on. Jns'rprsfngl,..:he management officials deny that 
threat ~ wa ttero o* t.heL i 

claim and insist thatjl... poor pe-;srmance as a supervisor, taken in conjunction with NU E¢."C 

managements ae.,,aen -sevee "n Cy DeBarba. was the 

sole underpinning of the ter r'::r.  

As is generazy tt-e situa'iD case.s such as th"ss is little (if any) direct evidence to 

assist in determin;ng ;nere the truth mrgh.t !ie. Thus. it is necessary to search for circumstantial 

evidence that might tend, to point ;,.n one direction or the other.  

"....The period between prc, .tectedd a ctivity and ermination was less than nine 

months- "i m -Under any sTa-ndard, that interval was Fy, -Ic 

sufficierntry short to allow inquiry into whether there was a casual link between the two events.  

R;I=W&TIV P Al •=G ^T O" ,,,,. ... . . . . . -
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a. Suoervisory Skills. If one-accepts the appraisal of supervisory skills offered .EVI 'h 

by those skills were significantly deficient. Indeed, they were so E. -1C, 

substandard that, in Necci's judgment, no useful purpose would have been served in according 

.. the opportunity to remedy the shortcomings through resort to a.  

It was, of course, the denial of that opportunity that subsequently led the grievance 

committee to overturni.. termination and direct his restoration to NU employment.' 1 '7 

was not, however, a neophyte supervisor at the time he camei -.  

To the contrary, he had become a in the electrical EV -).  

engineering area in 1983 or before"' -- at least earlier. • K

That bei- so. one might justifiablv be Cu.iou's .esoecting how t had survived as a Fy. "C 

supervisor 1or cver a c .-- te i 199e-95. ne failed miserably L,- -.  

i n at oC a e -e z:. at . . 7ee. . .. JeS nc ',nat;nri in that regard.  

P e - a-2-• e a:sa' a: qand• is tha-t for 1993 which had been r)v ] 

prepa-et -Y Aca- from the fact that ... 4 

MOWe v,'o:e was hiohly complimentary of-• 

p e cr.rma ri e .as s -: -.s.O: q.e-..ev ta' ventured the oDinion thae, i ri.  

effectiveness as a s 7%, S 'was Vacer Sc some •r r c' 
On th ace -. :Dra a afterW*/ears of acceptable ,# iC 

On the face cit : se~ems .q :e ,, ,.,.. afte 

performance in a suzperv-Sso') P 0s1t;on, I work in that capacity would suddenly deteriorate • L 

to the point that the only appropriate course available to management was to remove him from 

SW hile," . ......  

"S ee suora note 3.
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his position without providing a formal opportunity to rectify the perceived deficiencies, If, 

however, there had been previous criticism ofti 3upervisory performance reflected in 

performance appraisals prepared by prior superiors, it is reasonable to assume that NU 

management would have taken great pains to place those appraisals in the O record as part of 

its justification for his termination. That the record is totally barren of anything of that nature 

supports, if it does not compel, the inference that; personnel records contain nothing rL-..  

that might bring into question the acceptability of his supevisoy performance between 

T That inference, in turn, at least casts a considerable measure of doubt on the 

validity of the claim that. in % ";should be FEL -'_ 

summarily removed from his osition a.ain. witho. being provided the opportunity to improve 

that apparently was mandated by ococma.v ano .deoa-menta: r o-'Oies.  

b. ATWS e ,n h..... -, .... .t oievance committee decision and the 

recol.ection of the commit,=e ee mewh,:-at at od'ds re.ardina the role that the 

untoward ATWS testing icident :-,:aye: -,N001i ,er-nnation. According to the decision. the f4 l

termination resteo upon "oerioranace :,c e arI poor supervisory judgment' exhibited in 

connec.tion w; .n --a, inc-:'e-. .e ::r- ":ee m--embe-s, .,ever, did4 not recta!! that t•he incident 

played quite tha: decisive a ro,,e a':-i:.ý:' :nev ackno,-;,ed;ed that it was one factor among 

others and, in ,ne vyew -14 one e.e-oeec. 'e:-esen="sort of the straw that broke that camel's 

back." 

Regardless of whether tne terms of tne decision or the committee members' memories 

are c;oser to the marK. it is ciear from the 01 interview of that he relied heavily upon 

"In a telephone conversation on February 19; 1999, the 01 Special AUent who 
conducted the i.vestigation. Kristtn L. Monroe, confirmed that her review ofr

_._._ __ disclosed that they were all favorable. f 

• -SENSITIVE-A-L-LEGATION -NFORMATTeN-----)O NT-'f1-!-
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the ATWS testing incident in seeking remova: as a supervisor. At the same time, the Eý. ýL

reasons he assigned for that reliance are, at best, of extremely dubious substance.  

Because," 

Instead, as the root cause 

investigation report confirmed, those errors were committed by the persons actually involved in 

the testing, principally" 

Given his in the ATWS testing, how then couldil, - 1.

Sudigala with the failure to have flfi,.ed his su;e7,;isoy resnDnsibilities with regard to the 

untoward incident? Sudicalai seized jz the flactha as the root cause investigation report 

c o n c lu d e d o e oe c 
ref ected 

"arrogant beha.;o" for wlnici 

and. in words. "quashred' it." 

The ,i,,:c-. ':h -v: ';-- e---- ;,: s rea c' a c ,aren)t. To begin w ith, in order to 

hold 

Yet, despite 

that knowledge, 

More important , not ony had he "ever personally observed a failure onV'ý part to Ey/L 

pakbcouldnot sav that had provide cruciw :" .. .:.' to kev <--s • = o- a s •f .-..- COhad .y-Q,.

yE AuLEGATI�N INFORMATION DO NOT D1CCLO�E
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encountered such conduct. Thus,k was endeavoring to lay at doorstep a IL 

specificS, might we4 have had no reason both to anticipate and to take JL O 

preventive measures in advance of the testjnlg. 2C 

Finally, there is not an adequate, plausible explanation for the fact tha- 4 

terminated and, more- significantly, as of '.  

Surely, there is at least a facia: inconsistency between discharging 

a supervisor for failing to correct a subordinae's shoccorninos and then. .

-Whether or no: that act;.On v.s :a.r rearc C y him as a mistake 

(Exh. 27, at 98). the aac* that 
sPeaks 

Volumes on tne question of the legitimacy o- (e-nuorsed by Necci) 

AT',,S T s=-:re . 3 s:s s -cr 

"c. "N:. Fa:e Anc!es" PhiIsocOv. Te- e aZea5s :c oe ro :Jesion tDat. at tne trme o, 

termination, there w's , ee:- marageerr.t •'p"hy that ca!lec for tne E -C.  

• .. .... ....e o ance in that capaclty was found E 

UnSaLS tislcO, . TI-4'S. 
s• a.  

supervisor discatet 3r.;se .r; "-: e -: s 3ea s action ' nag hm 

miaht well have bee- mancatec.  

The 01 inves!;gat~. uncovered, in which the "no fallen angels" E, }, 

philosophy apparentiy was not followed. .  

concesso that, , c .. ... :-,i-, his revious oobse.al fi al d -/ 

arrocant behavior, he had done nothing to correct it a!so is troubling. Even if he .nrmally left 

such an undertaking to the rirs:-ieve. s-oer':sor, one wouid think that he would have at least 

called the obsenvation ion.. There ;s no recor indication that he did so. F_ jQL 

called the obse It .ae In no
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,Although not detailed in the 01 record, there is an obvious close 

relationship between 

Nonetheless, because it does not appear that any of those officials involved in 

termination played a role ini and additionally. " .  

professed a lack of awareness of the "no fallen angels" philosophy, the demotion cannot be 

taken as an example of invidious disparate treatment.  

The.  

who aiso reported tc Necci. Alzhough, h:s was even more CA iL 

unfavorable than that of0 

some ---in' sc•.t" ber¶: e tvat a:, a. "as ;ssJe c'-' eb-a%' 6. 1995.  

Desp~te Necc s :fessece .- n�, estC vnce s Ita: the "no 

falien ange!s" ph :icsop.ny .,-as ca:e2: .. . aRz. t-ee, see=ngly receied .  

treatment differen " frz m ta:, 
It is much less E 1 

clear, however, that this cors ce-a". o- s-ooots c~aim that ".e reasons assigned for hi, F "1 

termination were pretext-a!. The movxn,. ': -rce. tooee bh:. .. ec.sio o aliow E..,csC

a;: zears t'=a: ne rac =high regard for .E.-1_ 

and a reluctance to see him termInated. He thus successfully endeavored E 

to convince Ne:;c: the: 
Significantly, for 1 _ 

whatever reason, the retention question seemingly did not reach DeBarba -- the official who 

ordered termination in oomoliance with the "no fallen angels' philosophy -" and, -. _ 

•.•~E I I- P
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consequently, there is no record basis for charging him with disparate treatment insofar as 

are concerned.21  F4 I-_ 

d. Termination Disclaimers. No great significance should attach to the fact that' 

Siclaimed any purpose to have terminated, as opposed to being 

simply For one thing, it is reasonable to assume that E•Y -.  

they were aware of the "no fallen angels" philosophy at the time they sought' --) 

In any event, any link existing between. protected activity and their desire E/J

cannot be deemej perm~ssible simply because they -7C_ 

purportedly were not pressing fo' his termination as weV" 

e. Performance Aooraisal. There is a final matter to be considered on this phase EY AL 

of the nouiv. Wnile standino aione - m--, '.no, nave •arce currency. tne fact tnaf 

r e:, C.--: 2 " a. ez .e uno .ted!y ca.u.s ed considerable 1- q C.  

embarrassment should nc: be wc,. -s .cz :ý- . assessing, wnat ransoired the eafter.  

This is not to say that the "neecs improvement ratinc in one category onv .  

perf ormance a.:)p.-aisa;, neess. S. as v ,anec. Nc- s a current iudgment possible 

regarding the justfication 13r -s-*".; for tne p..cses of -)e Nuclear Incentive & 

Performance Program (NOPPi ce:em~natCc of salary increases based on the quality of 

White placed at *.me b :cm of the'- .- "there is ' -

21 In the circumstances. t s not of present crucial importance that the 01 record does 

not reflect whether ihad oresented safety concerns in advance of (---/•.  

being ... g- ..
:'*m 

That DeBarba was not involved in ( 
either demot;on ;s the d~socs:tive consioeration insofar as the disparate treatment issue is 

concerned.
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no information in the 0I record resoectig the other sever and their relative levels of 

competence and performance.  

In the circumstances, the most that can be.observed respecting the performance Ef

appraisal and the NIPP ranking is that both post-dated the reporting of the threat and, as such, 

conceivably might have been influenced by the embarrassment it-manifestly caused _C ' 

(and possible Necci as well). Because any determination in that regard would have a high 

element of conjecture, the ultimate conclusion respecting whether termination had a N I, 

pretextual foundation is better grounded on a weighing of the other factors discussed above. In 

examining those factors, however. t is not, amiss to '.2ear in mind that at least had 

reason to look uoori w'itr. d s'av"r ouite aýaz-: from his a2z-a.sal of the latters abilities. 2
2 

B. Continued Retaliation 
second -:, -at s:e ste~meas. taeeac1 e committee decision kY CL 

reciard:nge e.. c c n.n . .. g retala!!, acainst him. is a shor, 

horse soon currell.  

Beyond du. ha ;-r unar; . rante d on procedural grounds, the 

grievance c mmt:..ee -3.e - s:` tcý a • nrespe•ting the reason that 

had been assignedoy ,-.,, . c- taking that action. In the circumstances, no compelling 

necessity seem.ngiy ex:sec,: -a-: s eference let.aloneto U7 

provide its own concusior, that had not demonstrated necessary supervisory skills. "( 

Rather, given the result the committee reached, it would have been enough to have stated, 

22 For his part. Necci a.ppeared to believe that he was included in the DeBarb.a 

admonishment (Exh. 23, at 42). Additionally, he expressed dispieasure respecting 
riather than simply bringing it to the o 7G 

attention of higher-level management (Exh. 24, at 4).  

SEN3ITIVE ALLCCAT~~~IC lNK~ %A1f DO -O r1C
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without elaboration, that had been terminated because of the managements perception -_ 

that his performance as a supervisor was inadequate.  

But it scarcely follows that the committee was obliged to follow that course, let alone that 

the choice that it made might have had a retaliatory foundation. Insofar as the 01 record 

reflects, neither DeBarba nor Necci was involved in the fashioning of the grievance committee 

decision (which reached a result with which they likely were in sharp disagreement).
23 

For their part, none of the grievance committee members had apparent reason to do 

harm toL either stemming fromF. rotected. activity or otherwise. Indeed, the fact •.qiC.

that they ordered his restoration points in exactly the opposite direction. If so disposed, they 

likely would have encountered little difficulty in turning a blind eve to the internal guidance 

respecting affording an opportunity for performane r.^ove-- net. Specifically, they might ave 

endorsed the Necci Position that "e'' vd received sufficient counseling on his supervisory )., 

de1cie- nes a,•n v;.,as beycnc css: e e e2e'. :ec p a t-.1Q 

Nor is tnhe a foun3atio7 f2- a re-aiation caim ir the refusal to accede to, -Y i 

request that the 
it appears from the 

..
C 

uncontroverted testimony of Rom-e.*e. a -•,- Reliations official to whom the request was 

presented, that suCh ino.usicn v. as not 2erm,.ssiole. In any event, tne oenia! of the request can 

scarcely be pac ahe tc ' person iR NU management who might have been 
p,• e.d a' 'hedo -stes-ý -ýa

be.nt on re*a!:, a in -g aez: rten se M W 7 e eo-1ed W erceived threat to higher EY

authority. Moreover, after the rec, uest denial, Romer reviewed witr the grievance E•.-C 

committee decision as reflective of the outcome of the grievance process and encountered no 

objection or negative comment.  

23qjMg did not even appear before the committee. See supra note 13.  
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In short, the second allegation must be rejected as totally without substance.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

As might be expected, there is no direct evidence in the 01 investigation record bearing 

significantly upon whetheri \protected activity (the reporting of the perceived" ' . L•iJC..  

threat) was a contributing factor in the decision to terminate his NU employment. Nonetheless, 

there is persuasive circumstantial evidence supporting the existence of an impermissible link 

between the two events and, therefore, a violation of 10 C.F.R. § 50.7.  

That' .ven attempted to establish the documented existence 1-t 

of deficiencies in oerformance as a supervisor in the decade preceding 1994 materially 'E-C-..  

undercuts their claim that, in the his supervisory performance was so 

Door that it woui; nave been urav .. .. e n:ffl ::tr aw -,• :.iunitV to im prove. 2 

Moreover, the assigne= reasc., 
A, 

;is demonstrably sp•cio•-s as f�"-aed. In add(tion, that reason flies in 

the fact that, after " 'termination, tne employee (Fox) who assertedly had demonstrated EX )L.  

shortcomings that i sho-ud have endeavored to reme" y was himselE 

The 01 in-vestiz~aticr recorý cc rthing that might serve to counter, let alone 

outweigh, these considerations and thus negate the inference that his protected activity was 

involved in the decision to terminate It need be added only that, while that decision was 

made by DeBarba, it was who brought it about and should be held F_.& 

mad by Evenarbd thr beens 

24 Even had there been such deficiencies, they manifestly were not so serious as to 

have occasioned the removal ofý.-ý as a supervisor.  
S....... 
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accountable for it. It was their representatiothatlI be stripped of his supervisory position f).  

-- again without being accorded an opportunity to demonstrate improvement -- that led to his 

dismissal in fulfillment of the "no fallen angels" philosophy adopted by senior NU management.  

DeBarba seemingly did no more than give effect to that philosophy on the strength of the 

appraisal oi 1provided by his first and second level supervisors. 25 Despite its vigorous t I 

assertion, the 'claim that . .- as .  

inadequate was long on sweeping generalities but very short on concrete examples. As such, it 

cannot carry the day any more than can their reliance on the untowardl .  

as a basis for their insistence thai was a grossly inadequate supervisor. EX bPC..  

While the 01 record thus substantiates' first allegation, the same cannot be said •7IC" 

for his claim that the grievance committee decisio, reflected continuing retaliation. That 

decision reached a result in his favor. And, while the decision contained language that he 

would have preferred not be included, there is absolutely nothing in the record to suggest that it 

was either in terms improper or motivated by animus on the part of the committee members -

none of whom seemingly had any involvement in his protected activity.  

25 This conclusion is warranted notwithstandingiROMP representation that DeBarba .Y4.  

had broached the subject ofi ;,termination in the wake of the.. 
(Exh. 27, at ý.8). The 01 record as awhole leaves little doubt that it was the 
appraisal of supervisory perform#ance that was at the foundation of the termination. F:c.
Further, it was DeBýiba who had taken -ýto task for his poor choice of words in P_.•-).  
communicating with 
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